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SUBJECT: Audit Report on the TIMBER WIND Special Access Program 
(Report No. 93-033) 

We are providing the report for your review and comments. Comments on the draft 
report were considered in preparing the final report. The audit was initiated based upon 
concerns raised to the Inspector General, DoD, by an individual outside of DoD. 

DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all audit recommendations be resolved promptly; 
therefore, you must provide final comments on the unresolved issues and recommendations 
within the report. As required by DoD Directive 7650.3, the comments must indicate 
concurrence or nonconcurrence in the findings and the recommendations. If you concur, 
describe the corrective actions taken or planned, the completion dates for actions already 
taken, and the estimated dates for completion of planned actions. If you nonconcur, you must 
state your specific reasons for the nonconcurrence. If appropriate, you must propose 
alternative methods for accomplishing the desired improvement. We also ask that your 
comments indicate concurrence or nonconcurence with the internal controls highlighted in Part 
I. Recommendations are subject to resolution in accordance with DOD Directive 7650.3, in 
the event of nonconcurrence or failure to comment. This report identifies no potential 
monetary benefits. Comments on the final report are needed within 60 days. 

The courtesies extended to the audit staff are appreciated. If you have any questions on 
the audit, please contact Mr. Rodney D. Britt at (703) 693-0543 (DSN 223-0543). Appendix 
C lists the final report distribution. 

Enclosures 

Robert J. Lieberman 
Assistant Inspector General 

for A udi ting 
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Introduction. In 1987, the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SOlO) began 
research and development on a nuclear propulsion system for a rocket that would intercept 
hostile ballistic missiles. The project was protected under a special access program named 
TIMBER WIND. Between FYs 1987 and 1991, smo budgeted approximately $139 million 
for the program. 

Objective. The objectives of the audit were to evaluate the justification for protecting the 
program using special access measures, the program's test plans, and the process used to select 
a system design from competing alternatives. The audit was initiated based on allegations by a 
non-DoD individual. 

Audit Results. We found adequate controls existed over the program's test plans, and 
we found no evidence of illegal or improper tests. In addition, we found that SOlO had 
reviewed other nuclear propulsion technologies before choosing the particle bed technology. 
The audit disclosed two reportable deficiencies, however, related to program classification: 

o The decision to protect the program using special program measures was not 
adequately justified as required by 000 5200.1-R. It is not clear that the Restricted Data 
procedures used to protect nuclear-related information would not have been adequate or that 
the classification decision complied with Executive Order 12356 (Finding A). 

o On October I, 1991, program management and funding of the SOlO program was 
transferred to the Air Force, which publicly announced its involvement in developing a nuclear 
propulsion technology. However, because there is limited 000 guidance concerning what is 
required when a special access program is terminated or transferred, SOlO continued to 
safeguard its association with the technology for reasons that were not related to national 
security (Finding B). 

Internal Controls. The audit identified internal control weaknesses in the processes 
used to approve and terminate TIMBER WIND as discussed in Part I. 

Potential Benefits of Audit. The audit identified no monetary benefits but emphasized 
the need to examine critically the justification for establishing special access programs, as well 
as for continuing to protect information under special access channels when a program ends. 
Benefits are summarized in Appendix B. 
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Summary of Recommendations. We recommend expediting issuance of and 
enforcing compliance with new procedures on approval of special access programs. We also 
recommend procedures to enhance the termination process for special access programs. 
Further, we recommend that SDIO stop protecting the relationship between itself and the 
technology. 

Management Comments and Audit Response. We received comments from the 
Director, Strategic Defense Initiative Organization; the Director, Strategic and Space Systems, 
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition; and the Deputy Under Secretary of 
Defense (Security Policy). They nonconcurred with the report findings, taking strong 
exception to a conclusion in the draft report that initiating TIMBER WIND in secrecy may 
have resulted in a violation of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. We reexamined the Act and 
revised the audit report to more accurately reflect the Act's intention for research and 
development efforts. A synopsis of the comments follows each finding, along with our 
response. Part IV provides the complete text of the comments, along with a more detailed 
response. 

We also received comments from the Deputy Director, Space Programs, Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition). The Air Force conducted a security review 
of the draft report and concluded that the report was unclassified. The Air Force comments 
are also in Part IV. 

Comments from the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy) on the final 
report are due in 60 days. 
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Background 

SDIO was created in 1984 to manage and direct the conduct of a research 
program that could provide the basis for decisions on developing a system for 
protecting America against ballistic missile attacks. In exploring technologies 
that would provide a capability to intercept ballistic missiles, SDIO considered 
an existing, but still "state-of-the-art," nuclear propulsion technology that used a 
particle bed reactor. It initiated development on the propulsion technology in 
1987 and protected it under a special access program named TIMBER WIND. 
SDIO's budget for the program was about $139 million between FYs 1987 and 
1991. 

The particle bed reactor technology was developed at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, Upton, New York. The reactor consists of a core composed of 
37 hexagonal fuel elements, surrounded by a neutron moderating material. 
Each fuel element contains millions of specially-coated uranium fuel particles. 
The particles, about 400 microns (0.05 cm) in diameter, are in the annular space 
between concentric tubes enclosed in a hexagonal block of neutron moderator 
material. The outer tube (referred to as the cold frit) consists of a porous 
aluminum material. The inner tube (referred to as the hot frit) is a slotted, 
tapered cylinder composed of carbide-coated carbon-carbon or graphite 
material. Top and bottom beryllium-alumina end assemblies complete the 
particle bed enclosure, provide positioning for the fuel element in the overall 
reactor assembly, and comprise portions of the coolant flow distribution paths. 
SDIO belieVed that the particle bed design was the best because of its compact 
design and the promise of high thrust-to-weight ratio not achievable by other 
designs. 
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Since 1987, Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Space Systems Division, 
Bethpage, New York, has been the system's lead design development and 
integration contractor. Babcock and Wilcox, Lynchburg, Virginia, designed 
and manufactured the special nuclear fuel for the reactor. Sandia National 
Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico, conducted the tests to prove the 
program's technology. The Department of Energy (DOE) Defense Programs 
provided oversight of the testing conducted at the Sandia National Laboratory. 

Objectives 

Announced audit objectives. The audit objectives were to evaluate 
the justification for classifying the program as a special access program, the 
program's test plans, and the process used to select a system design from 
competing alternatives. The audit was initiated as a result of allegations made 
by Mr. Steven Aftergood, a member of the Federation of American Scientists. 
We have addressed Mr. Aftergood's specific allegations in Appendix A, and a 
copy of his letter is at Appendix A. 

Findings on the audit objectives. The two findings in the report relate 
to the objective of evaluating the justification for developing the particle bed 
reactor technology under special access controls. Finding A addresses the 
justification for the decision as measured against procedures detailed in 
000 5200.1-R, dated June 1986. Finding B addresses how TIMBER WIND 
was terminated. 

No eruding on an objective. Mr. Aftergood alleged that the TIMBER 
WIND program had involved proposed secret flight testing and disposal of a 
nuclear reactor-driven engine within the atmosphere. Although we found some 
evidence that showed the program office had planned a flight test, the program's 
funding levels could not support a flight test program. As a result, we did not 
continue addressing the program's test plan as an audit objective. We also 
reviewed how SDIO decided to pursue the particle bed reactor technology. As 
discussed in Appendix A, we found no problems with the process. 
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We reviewed the documentation that supported the decision to protect the 
technology under a special access program and compared it to requirements 
when TIMBER WIND was approved in 1987. We also reviewed program 
documents since the beginning of the program. To determine the progress the 
program made since 1987, we reviewed test plans and results, inter-agency 
correspondence, contracts, and schedules. Because of Congress' interest in the 
program, we reviewed language in the Classified Annexes to the FY 1991 and 
FY 199211993 DoD Authorization Bills and the FY 1989 Appropriation 
Conference agreements for special access programs. Finally, we interviewed 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) officials responsible for security 
oversight and SDIO and Air Force officials responsible for security oversight or 
program management. An engineer with the Technical Assessment Division, 
Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Auditing, assisted the audit team in 
understanding technical aspects of the particle bed reactor technology. This 
performance audit was conducted from October 199 I through February 1992 in 
accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller General of the 
United States, as implemented by the Inspector General, DoD, and accordingly 
included such tests of internal controls as were considered necessary. Appendix 
C lists activities visited or contacted. 

Internal Controls 

Controls assessed. We evaluated internal controls applicable to 
approving and terminating special access programs to ensure that DoD complies 
with laws and regulations. Specifically, we reviewed guidance issued in 
DoD S200.1-R, "Information Security Program Regulation," June 1, 1986. We 
also assessed the controls over TIMBER WIND's testing program to determine 
if they had been adequate to ensure compliance with laws and safe testing of 
nuclear material. 

Internal control weaknesses. The audit identified internal control 
weaknesses as defined by Public Law 97-255, "Federal Manager's Financial 
Integrity Act of 1982"; Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123, 
"Internal Control Systems," August 4, 1986; and DoD Directive 5010.38, 
"Internal Management Control Program," April 14, 1987. The internal control 
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weaknesses include not ensuring that DoD 5200.1-R was followed when 
approving special access programs and not having definitive guidance on how to 
terminate a special access program. Recommendations A. and B.l., if 
implemented, should correct the weaknesses. There are no associated monetary 
henefits. 

SDIO's implementation of Public Law 97-255. After we initiated the 
audit, program management was transferred to the Air Force. As a result, we 
decided not to pursue SDIO's implementation of Puhlic Law 97-255 relevant to 
TIMBER WIND. 

Prior Audits and Other Reviews 

No prior audits of TIMBER WIND had been conducted. However, in March 
1991, the General Accounting Office (GAO) initiated a review (Code 392612) 
of the establishment and management of special access programs within DoD. 
TIMBER WIND was one of the programs included in the GAO review. The 
GAO draft report is expected to be issued in December 1992. 
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The decision to protect SDIO's development of a nuclear propulsion technology 
within a special access program was questionable. SDIO did not adequately 
justify why the existing control system, to include Restricted Data provided 
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, was not sufficient to protect the 
development of the technology. Although this was required by DoD 52oo.I-R, 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense did not enforce the requirement. The 
DoD initiated the program in secrecy, limiting open discussion and debate on 
the feasibility of using this technology for an SDIO mission by the mid-1990s, 
the safety factor involved in using a nuclear propelled missile interceptor, its 
cost, and other applications of the nuclear propulsion technology. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Background 

Need for a special access program. DoD 5200.1-R Subsection 12-100 
states that: 

It is the policy of the Depa.rtment of Defense to use the 
security classification categories and the applicable 
sections of E.O. 12356 [National Security Information, 
April 2, 1982] and its i~Lementing ISoo Directive 
[Information Security Oversight OfHce No.1 I "National 
Security (nformation," June 23, 1982] to limit access to 
classified information on a "need-to-know" basis to 
personnel who have been determined to be trustworthy. It 
is further pol icy to apply the "need-to~k.now" prindple in 
the regular system so that there will be no need to resort 
to formal Special Access Programs ••.. In this context, 
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Special Access Program may be created or continued only on 
a specific showing that: 

B. Normal management and safeguarding procedures 
are not sufffcient to Limit "need-to-know" or access. 

Approval of special access program. Subsection 12-101(e) states that 
"special access programs ... that desired to be established in a DoD Component 
other than the Military Departments shaH be submitted with information 
referred to in paragraph 12-105(a) to the [DUSD(P)] Deputy Under Secretary of 
Defense (Policy) for approval." Subsection 12-105(a), requires written reports 
covering "the rationale for establishing the Special Access Program including 
the reason why normal management and safeguarding procedures for classified 
information are inadequate. " 

Justification and Approval 

Request for approval. On September 30, 1987, the Director, SDIO, 
requested the Deputy Secretary of Defense establish and fund the TIMBER 
WIND special access program. Although the Director's request cited threc 
reasons why normal security controls were insufficient for protecting 
development of the nuclear propulsion system, his reasons did not adequately 
explain why normal management and safeguarding procedures would be 
insufficient for protecting the program's information. The first reason was to 
protect traceability between the technology and the potential deployment for 
intercepting and destroying hostile ballistic missiles. The second reason was the 
possibility that Soviet knowledge of DoD's development of the technology could 
lead to countermeasures and parallel development of a similar system. Finally, 
the Director wanted to gain a technological lead-time advantage, which he 
concluded was critical to a decisive national advantage. 

Technology link. The need for SDIO to protect the link between 
the technology and its potential deployment for national security reasons was not 
clear in 1987 and is not clear today. SDIO's charter to develop missile 
interceptors was open information, and the existence of the particle bed reactor 
type technology was also contained in open sources of information. We found 
unclassified studies from the period 1956 to 1988 concerning the technology, 
including one conducted for DOE concerning application of particle bed reactor 
technology to the strategic defense mission. Information on the nuclear 
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propulsion technology itself dated to the 1950s. With the SDIO's unclassified 
mission and a widely known technology, it is difficult to understand why strict 
controls were placed on the program and the fact that it was being developed. 

Soviet development. The Director was concerned that Soviet 
knowledge of the program could lead to countermeasures and the Soviets would 
initiate parallel development. However, DoD's interest in applying nuclear 
propulsion technology to a rocket is not a recent initiative. DoD explored this 
application in the 1960s and 1970s within an ongoing nuclear propulsion 
program known as Nuclear Engine Rocket Vehicle Application. The program 
was jointly managed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) and DOE. The rocket application for nuclear propulsion technology 
has also been discussed in open sources since 1960. 

Decisive lead-time. Finally, the Director wanted to protect the 
effort as a special access program to gain a technological lead-time advantage, 
so SDIO initiated the project with an accelerated time-frame for its testing 
program. The Director expected to have a propulsion system available on an 
intercept vehicle within 3 to 5 years, with a flight test performed, despite 
studies that showed the technology needed more time than that to develop and 
additional engineering work needed to be conducted on the reactor before using 
the particle bed technology. Within a year of TIMBER WIND's initiation, the 
flight test plans had been delayed at least 2 years. Experts in the field estimated 
that the nuclear propulsion technology requires 17 years to mature. 

OSD oversight and approval. SDIO did not adequately justify why 
normal management and safeguarding procedures were not sufficient to protect 
the, program's information, as required by subsection 12.105(a) of DoD 
5200.1-R. Although the Assistant for Special Programs indicated that this was 
discussed at briefings with the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security 
Policy) [DUSD(SP)], DoD guidance requires that the justification be included in 
a report. In the case of TIMBER WIND, an adequate justification becomes 
paticularly important, because nuclear information is strictly controlled by 
DOE's Restricted Data classification system established under the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954. We believe an adequate justification would have included 
an explanation of why the Restricted Data classification system could not protect 
the information. SDrO had used the Restricted Data classification system to 
protect its X-ray laser technology program. 

According to the Assistant for Special Programs, there was another reason to 
approve a special access program. When the program was reviewed for special 
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access program approval, some officials within the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense were concerned that TIMBER WIND might be interpreted as violating 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. The concern was associated with the 
potential application of the technology in developing an anti-satellite weapon or 
a weapon that could destroy the Soviet's anti-satellite capabilities. The 
discussion at the time of approval of the special access program was not focused 
on any actual illegal acts regarding the ABM Treaty but rather on the Soviet 
Union's perceptions if the technological developments in TIMBER WIND were 
inadvertently disclosed. According to the Assistant for Special Programs, these 
concerns helped justify establishing the special access program. We do not 
believe this was a valid consideration because concealing a program that could 
be in violation of a treaty is not consistent with Executive Order (B.O.) 12356, 
which states that information should never be classified in order to conceal 
violations of the law. 

Impact of Starting as a Special Access Program 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provided a framework for conducting, 
assisting, and fostering nuclear research and development to encourage 
maximum scientific and industrial progress. The Act encouraged widespread 
participation in the development and utilization of atomic energy. Because 
SDIO's involvement in developing a nuclear propulsion system was protected as 
a special access program, knowledge of its initiating the program was limited to 
100 people, 12 of whom were DOE employees from the laboratories and 
headquarters. From DOE headquarters, the Assistant Secretary for Defense 
Programs and the Director, Advanced Concepts Division for Defense Programs 
were read on to TIMBER WIND. 

Research. The Atomic Energy Act directed DOE to exercise its powers 
to insure the continued conduct of research and development activities and to 
assist in the acquisition of an ever-expanding fund of theoretical and practical 
knowledge about understanding and utilizing atomic energy and special nuclear 
material. Section 31(a) directed DOE to make arrangements, which included 
agreements, for the conduct of research and development activities relating to 
nuclear process, utilization of special nuclear material and atomic energy, and 
the protection of health and the promotion of safety during research. This 
direction in no way restricted DoD in engaging in military research of atomic 
energy. SDIO and DOE conducted nuclear research under a "Memorandum of 
Agreement between the Department of Defense and the Department of Energy 
on the Strategic Defense Initiative Technology Program," signed by the 
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Secretary of Defense on June 14, 1984, and by the Secretary of Energy, 
on July 14, 1984. This agreement showed that both DoD and DOE had 
responsibility for conducting research, development, and testing of nuclear 
power systems. The agreement required that a Strategic Defense Initiative 
DoD/DOE Steering Committee ensure that the boundaries of responsibility 
between 000 and DOE were established for each specific technology. Such 
boundaries were not formally established, because TIMBER WIND was not 
presented before the Steering Committee. 

Congressional interest. In 1988, Congress directed 000 to initiate a 
Defense Science Board Review of the program's technical risks and potential 
applications. On January 16, 1991, the Defense Science Board recommended 
that the program be removed from special access required classification to allow 
for open debate over the development of the nuclear propulsion technology, 
including the safety and health implications. The Board also recommended that 
continued development of the technology be funded jointly by 000, DOE, and 
NASA. The Board suggested an annual funding level of $125 million to ensure 
complete testing of a ground test article in 5 years. Finally, the Board 
concluded that the technology had as much potential for application to NASA's 
long-range mission as it did for SOlO's short-range missile intercept capability. 

DoD's continued interest. SOlO stopped funding the research at the 
end of FY 1991; however, the ongoing research effort for the propulsion 
technology transferred to the Air Force. Since accepting the transfer, the Air 
Force renamed the program the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion program. 
The FY 1993 budget request was $38.9 million. The Air Force has estimated 
that the total cost for continued research and development of the technology is 
about $800 million. DoD is pursuing a Memorandum of Agreement and 
Understanding with both NASA and DOE for joint development and funding of 
space nuclear propUlsion technology. Neither DOE nor NASA have signed the 
agreement; neither organization is budgeting for development of the technology. 

Conclusion 

The decision of whether to protect information under special access methods is a 
largely SUbjective one; however, we concluded that the DoD was overly 
cautious in determining that special access safeguards were necessary for 
TIMBER WIND. In any event, the guidance that has been in effect since 1986 
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required documentation of the reasons for needing a special access program and 
why normal management and safeguarding procedures were inadequate. The 
technology itself could have been protected under the Restricted Data 
classification system used by DOE, but there is no documentation of whether 
this was a consideration. The application of the nuclear propulsion technology 
to an SDIO mission had been studied in an unclassified manner; yet the DoD 
protected the program as special access. This provided enhanced security, but 
limited discussion and debate on the feasibility of the technology and alternative 
applications of the technology. Ironically, despite the special security measures, 
information on TIMBER WIND was disclosed to the general public anyway. 

Recommendation for Corrective Action 

We recommend the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy) 
expedite issuance of the revised DoD 5200.I-R and enforce compliance with the 
new procedures concerning approval of special access programs. 

Management Comments and Audit Response 

Director. Strategic Defense Initiative Organization. The Director, 
SDIO, nonconcurred with the finding. In general, the Director believes that 
SDIO followed all procedures in place at the time of the request to approve 
TIMBER WIND as a special access program. The Director also took exception 
with the conclusion in the draft report that TIMBER WIND may have been 
initiated in violation of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and that approval for the 
special access program was due to a perceived violation of the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Treaty by OSD officials. 

Audit Response. Although SOIa generally followed the guidance 
established in DoD 5200.1-R in justifying TIMBER WIND as a special access 
program, it did not provide adequate justification why normal security processes 
could not protect the information. Alternatives such as reliance on the 
Restricted Data classification system should have been explicitly addressed. 
This has been a requirement since 1986. However, DUSD(SP) did not enforce 
the requirement in this instance. 
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We had tentatively concluded in the draft report that DoD might have initiated a 
nuclear propulsion program in violation of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. We 
had referred to Section 91(b) of the Act as our support; however, we had not 
considered the propulsion system to be a utilization facility. If we had, then 
DoD's involvment in producing a nuclear propusion system would have 
required specific approval from DOE. SDIO' s General Counsel had initially 
indicated this in comments to a working draft of the report. However, after 
further analysis, we have concluded that Section 91(b) does not apply to the 
development of the particle bed reactor technology under TIMBER WIND, 
since the program was no more than a technology demonstration effort. Section 
91(a) of the Act applies, which allows DoD to explore nuclear technologies as 
assisted by DOE. We have revised the report accordingly and removed draft 
report Recommendation A.I. 

We had made no conclusions in the draft report that TIMBER WIND violated 
the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. We stated that there were concerns that others 
might perceive that the program violated the Treaty and this was a factor in the 
decision to approve it as a special access program. DUSD(SP) provided some 
wording on this, as shown in Part IV. 

Director. Strateltic and Space Systems. The Director also 
nonconcurred with the finding, suggesting it had no basis. The Director further 
suggested that the auditors did not recognize that the particle bed reactor 
technology was chosen because of its high thrust-to-weight ratio. He stated that 
the intent of TIMBER WIND was to mature the technology to where its 
potential could be practically compared with other more established nuclear 
approaches. Finally, the Director took exception with the draft report's 
conclusion that DoD may have violated the Atomic Energy Act. 

Audit Response. We mentioned that the particle bed reactor had a high 
thrust-to-weight ratio not achievable by other concepts. With respect to the 
Atomic Energy Act, as mentioned above, we acknowledge Section 91(b) was 
not applicable to the TIMBER WIND development and revised the report 
accordingly. 

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy). The 
DUSD(SP) nonconcurred with the finding and partially concurred with draft 
report Recommendation A.2. This recommended adding a procedure to DoD 
5200.I-R to require certification to the Deputy Secretary of Defense that normal 
classification controls were inadequate. In nonconcurring with the finding, the 
Deputy Under Secretary stated that SOlO had adequately justified the need for 
the special access program and that the Secretary of Defense endorsed the 
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decision. The Deputy Under Secretary also noted that although open 
information exists on the theory of particle bed reactors, the special access 
program was protecting the fact that DoD was developing capabilities to employ 
the technology operationally in a strategic defense initiative program and the 
sensitivity of the technology developments themselves. 

In partially concurring with the draft recommendation, the Deputy Under 
Secretary believed that procedures were in place to ensure that special access 
programs were justified. He specifically mentioned interim guidance issued in 
February 1992 that requires all special access programs be revalidated yearly by 
the Depu ty Secretary of Defense. The Deputy Under Secretary believes this 
procedure will ensure that special access programs are justified. He also stated 
that certification denotes a legal precision that he does not consider necessary or 
appropriate. 

Audit Response. We disagree that SDIO had adequately justified the 
need for the special access program. Further, we do not agree that the fact that 
SDIO was developing a nuclear propulsion capability to meet its mission 
warranted protection. We believe that since the smo ballistic missile intercept 
mission was unclassified, and that several "state-of-the-art" candidate systems 
were also unclassified, a more detailed explanation as to why normal controls to 
include Restricted Data would be inadequate should have been requested by the 
Deputy Under Secretary. During the audit, we were told that DoD management 
closely scrutinized the reasons why special access measures were needed for 
TIMBER WIND. However, when we asked for the documentation to support 
the claim, we were told that documentation did not exist. 

We reviewed a draft of the revised DoD 5200.I-R, dated October 1992, 
which contains procedures for the Deputy Secretary of Defense to approve 
special access programs and for the DoD component head to approve the request 
package in writing before it is submitted to the Deputy Secretary. If the draft 
guidance is issued, these procedures would satisfy the intent of draft report 
Recommendation A.2. We believe that the signature of a DoD component head 
would constitute, in effect, a certification that applicable criteria for special 
access status had been met. Therefore, we revised the recommendation to 
address expediting issuance of and ensuring adherance to the revised guidance. 

Number 
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There is little guidance within DoD concerning what is required when a special 
access program is terminated or transferred. As a result, SDlO continued to 
safeguard its association with the particle bed reactor technology for no reasons 
related to national security. This was contrary to E. O. 12356. 

DISCUSSION OF DETAILS 

Termination and Transfer of the Program 

SDIO decided to terminate the special access measures of TIMBER WIND on 
May 3, 1991, and started the termination process on June 27, 1991. The 
Deputy Secretary of Defense approved termination of TIMBER WIND on 
October 18, 1991. Program management and funding had transferred to the Air 
Force on October 1, 1991. In January 1992, the Air Force publicly announced 
the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion program was being established to 
develop the particle bed reactor technology. 

There is no specific DoD guidance or procedure addressing termination or 
transfer of a special access program in DoD Directive 5205.7 and 
DoD 5200.1-R. After TIMBER WIND was terminated, SDIO continued to 
protect its association with the technology because the Air Force had not 
decided how to protect the information. The TIMBER WIND termination 
procedures stated that the name TIMBER WIND could not be used in 
connection with discussions or correspondence involving the. technology. 
Therefore, the Air Force did not associate its announced effort with TIMBER 
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WIND and SOlO. The reason for continuing to protect the association between 
TIMBER WIND, the technology, and SOlO was not clear. 

According to the SOlO Security Manager, had the program not transferred to 
the Air Force, SOlO would have prepared a new classification guide for the 
program upon termination and would have acknowledged the association 
between TIMBER WIND, the technology, and SOlO. This process would have 
been in accordance with SOlO's internal procedures on terminating special 
access programs. 

Since the program was to transfer to the Air Force, SOlO did not complete any 
action to reclassify information because it was not certain what information the 
Air Force wanted to protect. However, SOlO had prepared a draft 
classification guide for the Advance Propulsion program that did not require 
special access protection. The technology itself was protected under DOE's 
Restricted Data classification system. The draft guide was given to the Air 
Force in May 1991. The Air Force initiated a provisional special access 
program to protect the technology in November 1991. The classification guide 
for the provisional special access program classified the technology under 
special access requirements and Restricted Data measures. The Air Force 
eventually decided not to pursue special access program authorization. 

The difficulty with the transfer of the program was that SDIO had decided to 
remove special access protection from the program and the technology. This 
was a proper decision, because it had been mandated by Congress and 
recommended by the Defense Science Board. The technology could still be 
protected under Restricted Data. With this, there appeared to be no need for the 
Air Force to continue protecting the technology under a provisional special 
access program. This added unnecessary confusion to the transfer process. 
There should be consistency in classification between DoD Components, but 
000 guidance does not ensure this. 

TIMBER WIND and E.O. 12356 

SOlO continued to protect the TIMBER WIND name and its association to the 
particle bed reactor technology. This was discussed when the Air Force decided 
to announce its effort publicly. The Air Force chose not to acknowledge the 
link between the Space Thermal Nuclear Propulsion program, TIMBER WIND, 
and SOlO. This protection is not consistent with E.O. 12356, which states that 
"in no case shall information be classified in order to ... prevent or delay the 
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release of information that does not require protection in the interest of national 
security. " 

We asked SDIO officials why they were still safeguarding SOlO association 
with the technology. We were told that this was a request from the Air Force. 
According to Air Force officials, they did not want the Space Nuclear Thermal 
Propulsion program to ye associated with TIMBER WIND because of a recent 
unauthorized disclosure concerning the TIMBER WIND program. The Air 
Force position was not consistent with B.D. 12356, which states that "in no case 
shall information be classified in order to . . . prevent embarrassment to a 
person, organization, or agency. " 

Recommendations for Corrective Action 

1. We recommend the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security 
Policy) add procedures to DoD 5200.I-R on how to terminate a special access 
program and how to transfer classified programs between DoD organizations. 

2. We recommend the Director, Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, 
declassify the existence of TIMBER WIND, the Strategic Defense Initiative 
Organization's association with the technology project, and appropriate 
associated documents. 

Management Comments and Audit Response 

Deputv Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy). The Deputy 
Under Secretary concurred with Recommendation B.1. but did not concur with 
the finding. He stated that although he agrees that there is little guidance 
concerning termination or transfer of special access programs, that deficiency 
had little bearing on the finding, which of itself, is incorrect. 

1 The unauthorized disclosure the Air Force makes reference to occurred when 
a person who had access to TIMBER WIND provided Mr. Steven Aftergood 
information on TIMBER WIND while it was still a special access program. 
Mr. Aftergood was not authorized to have access. 
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Audit Response. We revised the audit report to represent our position 
more clearly. Two different DoD components should not be protecting the 
same information differently. The Air Force, in its provisional special access 
program, had proposed to protect technology under special access measures, 
whereas SDIO's proposed classification guidance showed more accurately that 
the information was already protected under the Restricted Data classification 
system used by DOE. Procedures are needed to prevent recurrences; thus we 
request DUSD(SP) reconsider its position on Recommendation B.I. 

Director. Strategic Defense Initiative Organization. The Director 
nonconcurred with Recommendation B.2. to declassify the existence of 
TIMBER WIND and its relationship with smo and the particle bed reactor 
technology. The Director stated that the classification authority resides with the 
Air Force. However, later in his comments, the Director suggests that this 
association was never classified. 

Audit Re!!Ponse. The intent of Recommendation B.2 was met. As a 
result of the Air Force's comments, this report, which was issued as a 
classified, special access-controlled draft report, is now issued in unclassified 
form. 

STATUS OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Response Should Cover: 
Concur! Proposed Completion Related 

Number Addressee Nonconcur Action Date Issues 

B.1. DUSD(SP) x x x N/A 

B.2. SOlO N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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On September 4, 1991, Mr. Steven Aftergood of the Federation of American 
Scientists wrote to the Inspector General, DoD, concerning possible 
improprieties within the TIMBER WIND program (attached). Mr. Aftergood 
alleged misconduct by 000 in its relations with Congress concerning the 
program. He also raised a question of possible abuse of classification authority 
to avoid controversy, embarrassment, and technical competition. Specifically, 
he alleged the TIMBER WIND program was classified to shield the program 
from public scrutiny and to conceal experimental practices that deviate from 
U.S. policy. 

Congressional relationship. We did not substantiate the allegation that 
000 did not keep members of Congress adequately informed on TIMBER 
WIND. We found that three professional staff members on the DoD oversight 
committees were cleared on the program. In addition, the Senate 
Appropriations Committee held a hearing on April 23, 1991; the House 
Appropriation Committee held a hearing on May 1, 1991; and the 
Subcommittee on Research and Development, House Armed Services 
Committee, held a hearing on April 18, 1991. Other hearings include the 
Senate Armed Services Committee on March 2, 1988; Senate Appropriations 
Committee on June 15, 1989; and the House Appropriations Committee on 
April 19, 1990. 

Prol!ram classification. Although we share the perception that the 
program was over-classified, we did not substantiate that it was the original 
intent of 000 to avoid controversy, embarrassment, and technical competition. 
However, 000 continued to protect the association among SOlO, TIMBER 
WIND, and the nuclear propulsion technology to avoid embarrassment that may 
may have resulted from the unauthorized disclosure. 

Flight test prol!ram. Mr. Aftergood alleged that 000 concealed 
experimental practices that deviated from official U.S. policy. Mr. Aftergood 
also alleged that there was a plan to operate and dispose of a nuclear reactor 
within the Earth's atmosphere. He stated that these plans when executed would 
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violate United Nations policy. We found preliminary plans to conduct a flight 
test of the system within the &rth' s orbit but not the Earth's atmosphere. 
However, since the program was not progressing rapidly enough to have a flight 
test in the near future, planning was preliminary. In addition, an Environmental 
Impact Statement would have been required and prepared before DOE approved 
any flight tests. 

We also found that all TIMBER WIND testing was strictly controlled by DOE, 
since SDIO was using a DOE-controlled national laboratory. SDIO used the 
laboratory under an existing Memorandum of Understanding with the DOE's 
Defense Programs office for developing atomic weapons. DoD followed safety 
and experimental guidelines for all tests set by the DOE. DOE's internal 
control procedures at the laboratory showed that no nuclear test could be run 
without prior planning and approval. While reviewing the program's test results 
on fuel particles, we found evidence that the integrity of the DOE process was 
in place. For example, the results from one 'Critical Experiment" on the 
nuclear fuel showed DOE was instrumental in monitoring the test program 
because of unexplained anomalies during the test. DOE recommended that 
testing continue but directed that a review be conducted to learn the extent of 
the occurrence. 

Technical source selection. Mr. Aftergood questioned the process 
SDrO used in its decision to pursue the particle bed reactor technology over 
other nuclear propulsion technologies. We found that SDIO was not interested 
in developing different nuclear technologies in meeting its mission. It chose the 
particle bed reactor technology as an alternative concept in meeting its mission. 
Other alternative concepts included laser technology and non-nuclear kinetic 
energy weapons, which SDIO is continuing to research and develop. 
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FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS 
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Honorable Susan 1. Crawford 
lnspeaor General 
Department of Defense 
400 Army Navy Drive 
Arlington, VA 22202·2884 

Dear rnspector GcnenJ. Crawford: 

September 4, 1991 

[ am writing to caD your attention to some possible improprieties 
in the conduct of 8 Department of Defense program known as 
Timberwind. 

Timbcrwind is a special ac:ccss program that seeks to develop a 
nudear engine Cor rocket pmpulsion applicatiOns. Its existence was 
publicly disclosed in the media last spring.' To date. it has not been 
publicly acknowledged by the Pentagon. 

r would lilet: to mention two problematic aspects of this program . 
The first is an alJegation of misconduct on the pan of the Pentagon in its. 
relations with Congress concerning this program. The second is the 
question of poulbTe abuse of classification authority to avoid controversy • 
embarrassment, and technical competition. 

The charge of misconduct in Congressional relations is as foJlaws . 
It has been reponed in the press that tile Pentagon sel«lively briefed 
Congressional staffers that were believed to be sympathetic to the 
program, but not others.2 rr tru&; this would represent a serious 
challenge to the Constitutional system of checks and balances. 

A review or the TImbcrwind masler access list, dated 7 February 
1991, suggests that the charge may be well founded. The list, which 
comprises some 1500 persons, includes a total of seven Congressional 
staff. Significantly. the House Armed Services Commince, which must 
authorize appropriations for the program, is nDt represented by even a 
single staffer . 

_,.
-~ .-.. ~ 
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It iJ .hard to imagine a le,sitimate crpJaaaDon for this fact. Who determined 
which, and how 'IDIUI)', staff members would be graDtcd access? On what basis were 
they .c1ccu:d? Who docido!l '0 _ tbo House AImed Scrvi<:m Comminec .WI 
from tbe master access list? On what basia? How muld fbe House Armed Semee.s 
Committee authorize fuudiag for" Il1Dbenriod with DO approved aa:css to informatioD 
about tbo prognua7 

• 
Th. 'CDOnd qucstiDDabJo aspect of tile T"lIDbenriud proJlllllD ;. why i. was 

cl:wified at aD. /oj)Oll know, WcutM: oro... 12356 p ....... cl:wific:aliou of 
Information only when II> dlsciosutt: c:uuld .........t>Iy be c:q>cctcd '0 domasc .. ticnaI 
-ty. 

Ia this conteirt, the maa: remarkable amscquencc of the public disclosure of the 
T"lIDbcnriad ""'_ ;. what did lUll bappctl- thc:e .... no disccmable evidence of 
any domasc '0 DalioDBl secumy __ • 

In mct, Done of the wuaf grollDds far IO!aJ clusilicaODD of a pro_ ...", '0 
apply. In the orisinal clauilicaOOD dcci.D<m, wIun grounds ""'" giml7 Wha. 
justi6c:a1iou .... gimI fur csmbllshiug 11mbemiod .. a special ...... "",_1 

To au outside observer. j1 appeus that the toIaI cbwiiicalion of the CDDre 
TImberwind proJlllllD (u opposed to limited cla.ssification 0{ imfMduai -Sics, 
capabilities, or systctm> .... an abuse of cfusilkatioc aDlhority. II that ;. the ClUe, i. 
would be quite dimubiDfI. Ovordassiiicaoou bas lIeca identified, hy Y"UI" olIIcc among 
othc:s, 31 a contributiDg faaor to the ca:occUaaaa of the A.n aad Tacit Raiubow 
programs, with the COOIIllOUl resulting ""PCDIC '0 tho taxpayen. 

More fundamentally, averclassificatiOJl can itself be a threat to the national 
secwi1y becawc it engCDden contempt for the classification process. thereby 
undermining legitimate classification dedskJns. 

Again from the standpoint of an outside omemer, it appean that the 
TlIDberwind program was classified in order to shield .he progmm from public scrutiny 
and to conceal cxperimentaJ practices lhat deviate from official U.s. policy. 

SpecificaJJy, United Nations guidelines affirmed by Ihe United States (even ia 
tbe recent proposcd U.s. revision) do not contemplate operation of a nuclear reac[Or 

2 
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within the Ear1h's atmosphere: and do not permit planned disposal of a reactor within 
the atmosphere after use.] 

But contrary to repeated official Us. policy statements, the classified 
TImberwind program has proposed $UfCt Bight telfioS and disposal or a nuclear 
ccactor-driven engine within the atmosphere. -

Another apparent defea of tbe program conceaJed by ovetclassi6cation is the 
premature selection for development of the "particle bed reactor" design from among 
the dozen or so competitive designs for a nuclear rocket engine. The program appcalJi 
to have initialed development 0( this reactor without fuB lec:hnic:a1 assessment of 
alternative, possibly superior designs. 

An 0( lhis suggests a flagrant violation of EO. 12356, sudan 1.6(a). Limitations 
of aassification~ 

In no case shaU Information be classified in. order to oonceaJ violations DC law. 
ineffidenq', or administrative enor; to prevent embanas.sment to a person, 
organization. or agency. 10 restrain competition; or to prevent or delay the 
rclC&!c of informacion lbat does nOI require pro~ion in the interest of national 
security. 

The Tunbcrwind program raises several important questiOns about thc intcgrity 
of Pentagon operations. with implications far out of propcnion '0 the scope of Ihe 
program itself: 

Has Ihe: Pentagon manipulated or evaded its Congressional reponing 
responsibililies? Has funding for {be Tunberwind program been improperly 
secured? 

Has the Pentagon abused its classificatioa authority by classifying Tunberwind far 
beyond any intrinsic national security justification? 

Has the Pentagon used TImberwind'$ classified status to prevent public scrutiny, 
to undercut technical c:oUlpetition, aad to permit experimental activities that 
violate official policy? 

3 
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I hope your office may be able to daJify the answers to these questions. 

Sincerely. tIfM-!7.J 
Stcwm Aftcrgood 
Senior Research Analyst 

cc: SteveD Garfinkle, Information Security Ouoersight Office 
Frank Conahan, General AccountmR Omce 
House Armed Semccs Committee 

References 

1. See. e.g.. WiUiam 1. Broad, "Roclcel Run by Nu(;lcac Power Being Developed for 'Star 
Wan'," New York Dmes. ApriJ 3, 1991. page 1; and R. lcJ1i"ey Smith. "U.s. Developing 
Alom~Pcwered Rocke!," Washingtgn PgSL April.3, 1991, page 1. 
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on .he Peaccful Uses of Oilier Space. Report No. AJACIOSJ484. 17 April 1991. pp. 3a.. 
43. Section 2.1 stales chat nuclear reactors may be operated on interplanetary missions, 
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS 
RESULTING FROM AUDIT 

Recommendation 
Reference 

A. 

B.l. 

B.2. 

Description of Benefit 

Internal Controls. Enhances oversight 
of approval of special access programs. 

Internal Controls. Establishes guidance 
on what procedures are to be used when 
a special access program is transferred. 

Internal Controls. Recommendation is 
already implemented. TIMBER WIND 
has already been declassified. As a 
result, future application of the 
program's technology can freely receive 
the benefit of open discussion. 

Type of Benefit 

Nonmonetary 

Nonmonetary 

Nonmonetary 
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APPENDIX C: ACTIVITIES 
VISITED OR CONTACTED 

Office of Secretary of Defense 

Director, Defense Research and Engineering, Washington, DC 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense, Washington, DC 
Office of General Counsel, Washington, DC 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy), Washington, DC 
Deputy Director for Information Security and Special Programs, Washington, 

DC 
Strategic Defense Intiative Organization, Washington, DC 

Department of the Navy 

Naval Sea Systems Command, Nuclear Propulsion Directorate, Arlington, VA 

Department of the Air Force 

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, Washington, DC 
Air Force Security and Investigative Programs, Washington, DC 
Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, NM 

Defense Agencies 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Arlington, VA 
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Non-DoD Federal Organizations 

Department of Energy, Washington, DC 
Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Arlington, VA 
Information Security Oversight Office, Washington, DC 
Library of Congress, Washington, DC 
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Audit Team Members 

Donald E. Reed 
Kathleen M. Stanley 
Rodney D. Britt 
Rodney E. Lynn 
Jacob Rabatin 
Sherlee J. Neff 

Director, Acquisition Management 
Program Director 
Project Manager 
Auditor 
Engineer 
Administrative Support 
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APPENDIX D: REPORT 
DISTRIBUTION 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (public Affairs) 
Comptroller of the Department of Defense 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Security Policy) 
Director, Strategic Defense Initiative Organization 

Department of the Air Force 

Secretary of the Air Force 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition) 

Non-DoD Activities 

Office of Management and Budget 
U.S. General Accounting Office, National Security and International Affairs 

Division, Technical Information Center 
Information Security Oversight Office 

Congressional Committees 

Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on 

Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
Senate Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Governmental Affairs 
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House Committee on Appropriations 
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations 
House Ranking Minority Member, Committee on Government Operations 
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, Committee on 

Government Operations 
House Ranking Minority Member, House Subcommittee on Legislation and 

National Security, Committee on Government Operations 
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Management Comments: SDIO 

SOlO Comments and Audit Response 

<5 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
STRATEGIC DEP'EHsl: INITI-'TIVI: ORGANIZATION 

WASHINGTON, DC 20::lla'·7100 

AUDIT 

NOTES 

fOllOW 

ON PAaES 

AIIgUst 6. 1992 

SIS/S 

167·681 MEMORANDUM FOR DOD INSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: Response to Draft Audit Report on the TIMeER WIND 
Special Access Proqram (Project No. 2AD-OOQ9) 

We have reviewed the draft audit report on the Timber Wind 
program and have provided extensive comments including a legal 
opinion on findinqs related to the Atomic Energy Act and the ABM 
Treaty. 

Our review shows the report to be incorrect on tundamental 
premis.a. Our comments show that the purposes tor which spacial 
access was qranted were justified and the procedures followed were 
appropriate. 

The classification authority tor the current eftort resides 
with the Air Force. It is m.y racoJDmandation that the Air Force 
review the draft report and all comments to determine what 1s 
releasable under their ongoinq effort. Fro. the SOlO standpoint, 
the fundamental inaccuracies should be addressed before any 
release of the report is aada. 

Because of the numerous 000 interests involved, the 
secretary of Defens. should .ppro~ ~'l 

Attachment 

HElmY F. COOPER 
Director 

Deputy 
report. 
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Fin a I 
ReporT 
Reference 

( i ., 1 7 ) 

3 

AUDIT 

NOTES 

FOLLOW 

ON PAGES 

157·581 

2 
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Management Comments: SDIO 

STRATEGIC DEFEHSE DUTIATXVE OllGAN'IZATION 

RESPONSE TO DRAFT PROPOSED AUDIT REPORT 

AUDIT of A SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAM - PROJECT NO. 2AD-OOOg 

ISSUE - IG Drart Audit Report indicates Air Force publicly 
announced itD inVolvement in devalopinq a nuclear propulsion 
technology but SDIO continued to protect association with the 
program. (pages i and 15) 

RESPONSE - Nowhere in the IG Dra:tt Audit Report cloes the IG 
mention that, although the Air Force (AJ') publicly announced its 
involvement in davelopinq a nuclear propulsion technoloqy, the Air 
Force also maintained a Provisional Special Access Program to 
protect much or ths in:rormation that had heen protected by SOIO in 
the Timber Wind Special. AcCBII8 proqram. ('l'W SAP). It is not 
certain whether the IG was unaware at this or tai~.d to mantion 
it4 This bit Q~ information is essential to the report because it 
explains many Q~ the questions raised by the 10 ~oncerning 
continued protection at the TW lnrormation. 

ISSUE - IG atatas that SDIO, in the TW SAP, considered an 
existing, but st11~ "stat.-or-~.-art" nuclear propulsion 
teohnology that used a particle bad reactor (PaR). (paqe 1) 

RESPONSE - It was believed that the qoals and technology pursued 
in the 'l'W SAP WCluld extend beyond tlstata-o~-th.-art. II (Se8 
additional information an this subject on rollowing page.) 

ISSUE - IO Draft Audit Report alleqa. inadequate justirication ror 
8stablish1nq a spacial accesa program (SAP) and atataa SDZO did 
not provide a rationale in the oriqinal SAP approval request as to 
why normal management and safeguarding procedures were not 
adequate to protect proqr~ information. (pages 5, 7, 11 • 12) 

RESPONSE - NONCONCUR - The wOrdinq in the IC Draft Audit Report 
gives the impression that SOIa violated regulatory procadures in 
the approval and jUlltif1.cation prooelili. Tb.is is unrounded. All 
regulatory and eso procedures ware followed. The Ie: auditors had 
access to this documentation. The decision to approve the 'l'W SAP 
was not the result ot unreasoned action by 11 tew individuals. The 
soro special Access proqram oversiqht Committee (SAPOC) initially 
reviewed the program on July 16, 1987 and unanimously recommended 
that it be establishad as a spacial access P.roqrau. This 
committae was chaired by the Deputy Director of SDIO. The 
rationale for establishing a SAP is necessarily a discretionary 
judqment committed to certain officials entrusted with makinq that 
decision. Concerninq the need ror a special access program, it 
should be obvious that one cannot prove normal security procedures 
are not sufficient without first astablishing a regular security 
program to see if normal security procadures ara adequate. Ir a 
compromise then occurred, the damaqe would be done. There will 
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AUDIT 

NOTES 
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always be parsona who d1sagre. with such discretIonary dacis~ons, 
especially lookinq back tour years in the past. In the casa of 
the TW SAP, the tact that, d •• pi te the existence of a SAP, special 
access claBBi~ied information becama available to a parson outside 
the government without a security clearance should be evidence 
onouqh that normal controls would have bean inadequate. 
Nevertheless, the SAP security measures wera partially succeSS~4 
with these procedures. the proqr~ allowed a technoloqlcal lead 
time of over three years. Without the special access measures, 
this lead time might not have been possible. 

ISSUE - IG Audit Report alleges possible violation or provisions 
within the Atomic Energy Act. (page 7) 

RESPONSE - NONCONCUR - (See attached comments by SOIa Genera1 
Counsel) 

ISSUE - 1G Audit Report questions the need to protect link between 
TW techncloqy and its potential dep10yaant for national security 
reasons~ report indicates this is not olear because SDIO's charter 
to develop missile interceptors is open information and there are 
studies concerning the technology in opan literature~ (Page 9) 

RESPONSE - It 1s true that SDIO'S charter to develop missile 
interceptors is open knowledge: however, the spacifics of how that 
will be accomplished, 1 •• ~, technologies, partor.mance data, 
vulnerabilities and capabilities will not necessarily be open 
knowledge. It is tzue that there is information in open 
literature going back to the 19EOs on traditional nuclear rocket 
propulsion erforts~ This literature does not address the advanced 
system proposed under the TW SAP and the advanced concepts that 
remain beyond state-of-the-art tecnnoloqies. The PER 1s only one 
of several types of nUclear reactors suitable ~or propulsion in 
outer space. It promises advantaqas in terms of safety and 
performance over traditional nuclear rocket propulsion atforts 
such as the solid reactor cora NERVA program at the 19608. Like 
the NERv.A nuclear rocket engina before it, the PBR uses liquid 
hydrogen for coolinq the reactor core. T.he liquid hydroqen is 
vaporized by the hot reactor core, and as a vapor, it is then used 
as the rocket propellant. In a nuclear reactor core, safety and 
performance revolve around the ability of the coolant to rnova 
heat trom the core. The PBR promises advancamonts in both safety 
and performance through the use at minute, coated, nuclear fua1 
particles~ These particles, less than three hundredths of an inch 
in size, are coated with a high temperature material which 
simUltaneously allows hiqh temperature operation tor high rocket 
propellant errlciency, and a hiqh degree of 9a~aty because the 
coating contains the nuclear fuel even at extremely high 
temperatures. This containment feature is important because it 
significantly reduces the amount of radioactive materials in the 
engine exhaust. The small fuel particles are packed in a bed 
through which a gaseous coolant (hydroqen) flows. After the 
hydrogen is heated by the tue!, it passes through the engine 
producinq thrust. Because the temperature at the hydrogen 1s 
3000 K versus 2400 K for the NERVA reactor, the prope11ant 
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efficiency is much higher. This high propellant efficiency is 
only one resn1t or the particle bad dasiq.n: tho other is biqh 
power. The particle bad raaambl •• a charcoal rilter in the homa 
aquarium in that a tremendous surface area 18 created in a small 
volume. Because the haat generated by the ruel must pass through 

FOllOW the. surface of the particle to be relieved from the reactor cora, 
ON PAGES the high surface area allows the heat to be removed very 
161-681 efficiently by the high temperatura coolant. It: is tbB small 

particle siz8 which provid.. the high aur~aca area to tual mass 
ratio, and thus creates sata high power operation. Because of the 
unique qualities ot the particle bed, the PBR, as conceived, can 
provide hlqh performance, aa wall as high satety, in a compact 
flyable system. It is true tha PBR is not completely new because 
it represents decades or improvements on an old idea, but the 
current PBR incorporates the lateat tQChno~ogy in hlqb temperatura 
coat1nqs and materials. The PBR received renewed interest in the 
1980s due to new higher performance requirments by 000, which 
NERVA could not meet. One ~~ the most demanding ot thee. 1s ~e 
very rapid start-up requirement, which only the PSR could provide. 

ISSUE - Statement in report that concerns about possible 
violation of the ABM Treaty wag a factor in justifYing the SAP. 
(pa,!. lO) 

RESPONSE - NONCONCUR - Above statement was made by a parson 
outside of SDIO. 'l'hera is nothinq in any ot the sAP documentation 
to support this statement. All SDrO epecial access proqrams are 
reviewed by the soro Genaral counsel and subsequently by the 
DDR&E strategic Arms Control , compliance Director (who was 
brieted on the TW Program) • (Sea attached comments from SOIa 
General Counsel). 

ISSUE - At time or request rcr special access program approval, 
counterintelliqence persons had only recently bean briered on the 
program and wera reviawinq aapects of the Program for potential 
threat. IG questions idea ot Soviet knowledge leadinq to 
countermeasures. (page 10) 

RESPONSE - Prior to rormal approval or a spacial access proqram, 
no one is officially briefed on the program; however, durinq the 
months ot puttinq a proqram toqatber and gettinq it approved, 
there are persons who have to be involved and they partioipate in 
puttinq the program toqether. Atter a program is officially 
approved, these persons are officially briefed and sign a 
nondisclosure torm. There were analysts trom the threat and 
countarintelliqance community who participatad in puttinq the 
proqram tOgether. Classified documents wera reviewed. There 
was evidence to indicate the Soviets wera working on nuclear 
rocket technologies. Information available indicated the U.S. had 
a technological lead in some areas, especially in design and 
system performance. r~ U.S. technological leads were transrerred 
to the soviet errort, it would have qiven that country a 
technoloqical advantage. One has to remember that when the TN 
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AUDIT Proqram was beinq approved 1n 1987, the soviet threat was very 
NoTES reaL It 1s a known fact in the counterintelligence community 
FOLLOW that SOl is a priority tarqet tor toreign collectors. 

ONPAGES ISSUE _ IG alleqea that the special access prQqram protection 
157-68) limited a normal government-wide strateqy for dave.lopinq nuclear 

6 

propulsion technology, 1.a., the provisions of the Atomic Energy 
Act. Report also indicates DOE shoul.d have bean dDvaloping the 
technoloqy for future propulsion aystams. (pages 13, 16 , 1,7) 
(Sea attached comments trom SDZO General Counsel regardinq Atomic 
Enarqy Act.) 

RESPONSE - Although the TN program was protected by special access 
measures, no atapa wara amittad in obtaining nacassary approvals 
and coordinations or goinq tbrouqh required steps tor d.velopment~ 
In effect, thia meant that necessary aqancies were not cut out but 
that access was sharply restricted to persons possessing the 
authority to taka necessary action. principal DOE otficials who 
would have baan concerned about the provisions o~ the Atomic 
Energy Act werB hri.r,d on the Program. DOE otficials looked at 
this effort .s they do other similar a~rorts undertaken under the 
Economy Act which they :rater to as ··work ror others, If in which 
they (DOE) may not contribute runds but partor.. efforts on behalf 
of other aqencies. Key DOE persons were inyplyed from the 
beqinninq ot the ProqraJll. For example, there is dOCWIlentation 
that the Assistant Secretary for NUclear Energy was 9i~en a 
presentation in Noveml::lar 1997, the same month the SAP was 
approved. The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Space and Dafense 
Po~er Systems chaired a DOE prcgr~ Technology Review Group durinq 
1989. The Director tor Of tic a of Weapons Research, Development, 
and Testinq - Defense Programs, parsonally ~otB to the SOlO 
Director endorsing the Proqram (a1thouqh this 4atter is not aated, 
it was addressed to LtGan Gaorqa Hcnahan Who was the SOIa Director 
from July 99 to July 90). Thera ia Program documentation or 
meBtinqs and discussions with other hiqh-le~el DOE officials early 
in the Proqrua. Secretary Watkins wall personally briefed in April 
1990. The TW Security Classification Guide (SCG) used as its 
basis, the DOE/DoD/NASA Security Classification Guide tor space 
Reactor Power Systems. TW security classification guides were 
coordinated with DOE security olassification specialists. Several 
DOE security classification specialists wera briefed in 1988 and 
worked with SOIa on the security classification guides for the TW 
SAP. DOE maintained complete control aver its restricted data, 
laboratories, and other areas that are predominantly DOErs 
responsibilities. All nuclear-related work was performed in 
laboratories and facilities under DOE supervision. There are 
numerous proqram documents which indicate DOE involvement, 
partiCipation and coordination with proqram activities from the 
beqinninq of the TW SAP. 
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ISSUE - Ie statement that SDIO chose to develop the partiC1a had 
reactor technoloqy with limited consideration of other available 
nuclear propulsion technologies an4 needs or otber orqanizations, 
1.e., NASA. (pages 13 & 15) 

RESPONSE - Although NASA had no funds to contribute to the TW 
program, kay individuals ware briefad and attanaed all major 
reviews beqinninq very early in the Program. The 'l'W proqram 
Manager held monthly program reviewB with representatives from 
DOE, NASA, AF, SDIO, and program contractors in attendance. The 
SDIO TW Program. Manager participated in the "Synthesis Group, II to 
look at possible tachnoloqias tor the Space Exploration 
Initiative. The Chairman of tha Synthesis Group wrote a latter 
endorsing the TW technoloqr. 

ISSUE - IG reference to OefensB Science Boa~ Recommendation 
(Jan 91) to remove proqram trom special access protection. 
page 14) 

RESPONSE - One of the OSB's recommendations was to remove the 
special access protection from tna program and transition the 
proqram into the open in an orderly, deliberate fashion. The DSS 
also said in its report that the use or nuclear rocket propulsion 
for speoi~1c missions (a.q. SOl) and certain elements or the 
technoloqy involved, may wall be appropriately hiqbly classified. 
The report goes on to Bay the existence o~ the program should be 
in the open. Basically, that is what has happened. Tbe decision 
to transter the fundinq and program man:aqellent to tha Air Porce 
was made in December 1990 (this was ana month prior to the rlnal 
DSa Report), affectiVe October 1, 1991. The SDIO SAPOC agreed 
during a meetinq on Hay 3, 1991, that the proqram should be 
decompartmented; however, because the AF would be takinq over on 
October 1, 1991. and SDIO did not know their intentions reqardinq 
proqram c1as9i~ication, members agreed that the Air Force should 
be notified of SOIOIS intentions to terminate the SAP protective 
measures. A mamorandum w •• received from the Air Forca on 
June 13, 1991, statinq the Air Force would convene a qroup of 
technical persons to review the program; the Air Force requested 
that SDIO continua the SAP protective measures until turther 
notice. SDIC, knowing that the termination process would take 
several months to complete, started the TW SAP termination process 
on June 27, 1991. 

ISSUE - IG statement that the only information SOlO wanted to 
protect under the TW Program was ts association with ~ nuclear 
propulsion technology. (paqe 17) 

RESPONSE - NONCONCUR - There were many sensitive aspeots to the TW 
program. The TW Security Classification Guide (seG) was proviaed 
to the IG during the audit. A review of this guide (26 pages 
long) should immediatelY show that this finding io unfounded in 
fact. The security plan and SCG for a special accesS proqram is 
put together Ilke a mosaic, i.e., sma11 pieces of information 
standing a10ne do not reveal anythinq of value. When these 
pieces, bowever, are put together with other pieces, they reveal a 
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SOlO TW Secur ty Classification Guiae of 26 pages, the baBis tor 
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1 0 

this guide was a DoD/NASA/DOE security Clossification Guide for 
space Reactor Power systems with 32 pages. 

ISSUE - IG atatamant that SOlO continuas to safeguard its 
association with the program's tachnoloqy, although it terminatad 
the Timber Wind spacial access protective measures; that SDIO 
continues protactinq the association between TN, the technology, 
and SDIO, and also, the connection to particle bed reactor 
technology_ (paqe. ~9, 20 , 21) 

RESPONSE - SeIO ~er.minated the TN spacial access protection tor a 
technology which transrerred to the Air Force. Timber Wind is 
just an unclaBBi~ied nickname that WBS designated tor use with the 
SDIO SAP. It is normal practica, when a SAP Proqram is 
terminated, to discontinue th_ usa o~ tha nickname and 
codeword. This prevents documentation from beinq aircu~atad which 
still bears the special access caveat. and qivea the impression 
that there is still an active SAP. The Prcqram technology and 
effort which is what was actually clas&i~ied, continues with the 
AF~ This effort is not continuinq at SD~a. The ~G audit started 
at approximately the same time the 'l'W SAP wa. tarminated. This 
was a moat inopportune time to ccm.duct an audit with SDIO in the 
termination phase and the Air Force in an establishment phasa. 
The transfer o~ documents from SCla to the Air Force was delayed 
until after the IG had reviewed the documents (this was at the 
request ot the IG auditors). Upon completion of this transfer, 
only those documents that are required by DoD Directive 05205.7. 
remain in SDIO. DUring the IG aUdit, SDIa was still protecting 
the technoloqy because the Air Fore. had a Provisional SAP. There 
was no violation ot E.O. 12356. One 000 agency/service cannot 
treat information as unclassifiad if another service/agency has 
classified that information. The compromise of the TN Program 
prevented a normal sequence of events. Information in the press 
connected the unclassified nickname with classified program 
information and the tact that the eftort tranaferr'ed to the AF. 
Tbe termination action for TW was unusually difficult because 
there was an unusually large number of concerns to be considerea 
(AF, SDIO, Congress, CCR&E, DOE, NASA, CSB, OUSC(A), ODOSD(SP), 
etc.). SDIa has requested a security classification guide from 
the Air Force so that documents in the historical tile can be 
remarked accordinq to the current AF security classification 
guide. 

ISSUE - The auait report stated that scra determined it was no 
longer interested in pursuing the particle bed technolOgy. 
(page ~9). 
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(57.58) RESPONSE - This wordinq would lead ona to believe that SCIO lost 

interest in the P~OjBct. SDIO remains interested in PBR 
technology. The transfer to the Air Force was baaed on the 
Defense Science Board Report recommendation and was accomplished 
after coordination within aSD and approval by the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense. 

1 1 
ISSUE - The IG Draft Report indicates there is no specific 000 
guidance on what to do when a spacial aCCGSS program is terminated 
or transferred. (pages 5, 20 , 22) 

RESPONSE - ODUSO(SP) will no doubt respond to this issuer 
however, each termination or transfer situation is different and 
usually involves different circumstances. There is no way that a 
000 guidance can address all possibl.e circumstances ~ The TN' case 
was an unu.ua~ ona with many parties involved and guidance cominq 
from ditterant directions. The procedures applied ware affected 
after several meetings ~d coordination with participating 
parties.. The example qiven by the SDZO Security Manager is just 
one example: this would not apply to all SDIO programs or 
circumstances. it the TW effort had not trans tarred to the Air 
Force but stayed at SDIO, the normal. situation woUld have baen to 
terminate the SAP protection. write a r.qu~ar security 
classification gulde, and continua the prcgrsm .a a regular 
classified program, with much of the infor.mation released at the 
unclassified level~ The termination process etfected by SDZO 
~ollowad all guidelines and co~d not have been conducted in any 
other way under the existing circumstances. 

ISSUE - ZG statement that SOlO shou2d have i.sued an updated 
classification guide tor its proqram before transfer to the AF. 
(page 21) 

RESPONSE - It is not sura what is meant by this statement. At the 
tim. of transfer, SDIO made avai~able to the AF three dir~erent 
security classification quides: (1) the current TW SAP quide, 
(2) a draft updated SAP guide and (3) a draft collateral or 
regular security classification quide. SDIO did not know which 
would be blplemented by the AJ' ~ When SDro started the termination 
procesa on June 27, ~991, the termination packaqe contained a 
proposed draft collateral security classification guide. The 
termination package was approved by the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense on october 18, 1991~ By that time, the effort he~onqed to 
the AP and the AF had security classification authority. It would 
have been inappropriate and impossible tor SDI0 to approve a 
security classification guide for an AF atfort~ 

ISSUE - Recommendation that Director, SOlO, declassify the 
existence of Timber wind, the SDIO's association with the 
technology project and all associated documents. (page 22). 
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ow declassitication authority for the .~fort that was pursued under 
ONPADfSthe TW Program. The effort transferred to the Air Porce on 
167.158, October 1, 1991. EO 12356 statBs in Sec .. 3.2 (a, that "In the case 

at classified information transferred in conjunction with a 
transfer of tunctions, and nDt merely tor storaqa purposes, the 
receivinq aqancy shall be deemed to be the oriqinatinq aqency tor 
purposG.s of this Order .. " SDIO haa teminatad the TW special 
access protection and its existence 1& not classified. The 
association between the nickname, TW, and SDIO has never been 
classified and is not now classified. SOlO's opinion is that, in 
kaepinq with the Defense science Soard's recommendation, critical 

1 2 

1 3 

technoloqy eLements and detailed mission data should probably 
still be classified under the regular DoD system. ThiS 
classification decision, however, should ba made by the Air Force. 
SOlO received a copy at a memorandum dated 29 July 1991 from the 
Honorable Don Yockey, USO(A), to Secretary of the Air Force, in 
which the AF is instructed to take actions necessary to implement 
the program transter as expeditiously aB possible, including all 
necessary actions relating to its classi~ication status. soro has 
requested a copy of the current Air Force Security Classification 
Guide and will remark its hiatorical file accordinqly. 

ISSUE - Suggested changes in IG Draft Report, Paragrapb on 
congressional Relationships. (paqa 23) 

RESPONSE - The wording in the second sentence in the paraqraph on 
Congressional Relationships, should be changed to read, "We found 
that there ware at least three profaasiona1 staff mambers tram 
each or the 000 ovarsiqht co_itteas briet'ad on the 'lW proqram. II 
In addition to the hearinqa mentioned in this section, there wera 
several others not listed --- ana as early a. March Z, 1988 to the 
Senate Armed Services committee. Others not listad were: Senate 
Appropriations Committee on June lS, 1999 and House Appropriations 
Committee OD April 19, 1990. 

ISSUE - IG statemant about continued protection done only to avoid 
embarrassment. (Page 24) 

RESPONSE - This statement is unfounded. As discussaa above, there 
were many valid reasons for security protection. SDra takes 
exception to the IG statement that "Although we substantiated the 
allegation that the program was overc1assitied ___ II on paqe 24 of 
the draft report. SDIO does not teel the allagation has been 
substantiated.. 

B 
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SOlO LEGAL OPINION ADDRESSING ALLEGED POTENTIAL vtOLATIDNS OF THE 
ATOMIC ENERGY' ACT AND CONCERNS ABenrr ASH TREATY VIOLATIONS STATED 
IN DRAFT AUDIT REPORT ON THE TIMBER WIND SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAM 

14 This opinion responds to the draft report's assertions that 
SOlO may hays started the TW program in violation of the Atomic 
Energy Act and may have justified its special access 
justification. in part. on concern about possible ADM Treaty 
violations. For reasons set forth in this memorandum. we 
conclude that each of these assertions is unfounded and recommend 
that they be deleted fram the 'fina~ report. 

ATOMIC ENERGY ACX ASSERTION 

On page 7. ~he draft report states that 000 possibly 
initiated the Timber Wind proqr~ in violation of previsions 
within the Atomic Energy Act. On paqe 16, tbe report ag~in 
states that SOIO may have unknowingly viOlated the Atomic Energy 
Act. The draft report then states an interpretation that the Act 
established a fr~ework under which the Department of Energy 
solely Is authoriZed to conduct research and development 
activities relating to nuclear technologies and systems for both 
commercial And milit~ry appliCAtion. 

The draft report acknowledges that Section 91b of the Act. 
(hereafter. -91b-) allows 000 to manufactura, produce or acquire 
atomic (nuclearl weApons for mi~itary purposes. following 
specific presidential direction. However, the draft report then 
interprets the Act as limiting DoD·s Authority to manufacture, 
produce. or acquire atomic weapons only. The draft report 
concludes that because the TImber Wind project objective was a 
nuclear propUlsion capability, and not an atomic weapon, DOE 
should have baen developing the technology. 

DOE DEPUTY SEatETARY LETTER 

To support its conclusion, the draft report appears to rely 
in part on a January. 1992 letter from the Deputy Secretary of 
Energy to the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition! stating 
that further research and development of a propUlsion system was 
DOE'S responsibility. I have not seen this letter and am unable 
to determine whether the position stated by the DBputy Secretary 
of Energy is one of polley. or purports to be an interpretation 
of the Act. However. assuming it purports to be an 
interpretation of the Act, it is our understanding that fUrther 
research and development of this technology may involve other 
than military applications. Therefore, any conclusion based on 
potential non-military applications would be irrelevant to a 
determination of Whether SOlO initiation of research and 
development for a military application was permitted under the 
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BAO<GROUNO - PREVIOUS SOlO GENERAL COUNSEL REVIEW 

By memorandum dated Apri1 30, 1992 I provided a review of 
91b. focusing on sUbparagraph 121. My memorandum advised that an 
earlier working draft of the report·s finding with respect to the 
Act was in error because the Timber Wind Program did not 
manufacture. produce, or acquire any atomic weapon or nuclear 
propulsion system, and that should a need arise to manufacture. 
acquire. or produce a utilization facility. there would be time 
to obtain any Atomic Energy Act authority not already granted. 
My fOCUS on SUbparagraph (2) was intended to address what I 
perceived to be the audit report's focus on the planned 
construction of a reactor at the Nevada Test Facility. The memo 
demonstrated that the reactor would fall within the Act's broad 
definition of ·~tilization facility· and that the Act clearly 
allowed 000 to manufacture. produce or acquire a utilization 
facility. 

BACKGROUND - REVIEW WITH DOD OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

In addition to providing the April 3D. 1992 legal analysis. 
I requested an opportunity to review it with a representative of 
the Counsel for the DoD Inspector General. No meeting took place 
prior to releaSe of the draft report. Subsequent to its release. 
r was able to meet with a member of the legal staff, and it's my 
understanding that we are in aqreement on interpretation of 
91b(2J. However, because 91b implies that there will be some 
form of DOE acxnowledgement of a 000 undertaking to manufacture. 
produce, or acquire d utilization facility and DOE did not 
provide a formal acknowledgement, attempts would be made to show 
the early and extensive DOE invo~vement in the program that would 
serve as de facto DOE acknowledgement within the requirements of 
91b. 

BACKGROUND - MEETING WITH DOD IG AUDIT REPRESENTATIVES 

Subsequent to release of the report, I attended an aSD 
14 a meeting with representatives of the 000 IG. in which. while 

apparently acknowledging that there was not yet any manufacture 
or production of a reactor at the Nevada Test site. DoD IG 
representatives indicated that the intent of the draft findinq is 
to state that initiation of design work and fabrication of 
component prototypes under contracts awarded by SOlO was not 
authorized undar 91b. 

SUMMARY OF ISSUES ADDRESSED 

Based on my April 30, 1992 memorandum and the subsequent 
discussions described above, the following paragraphS address 
authorization of the initiation of Timber Wind research. 
fabrication of components containing special nuclear material 
obtained from DOE pursuant to 91b, elaboration of facts to show 
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that manufacture of a utilization facility has not yet commenced, 
and. indicators showing that, if it is assumed that 91b 
contemplates DOE acknowledgem.nt of a 000 intent to manufacture a 
utilization facility, DOE approval is clear. 

INITIATION OF RESEARCH AUTHORIZED BY ACT 

SOlO's initiation of research under the Timber Wind program 
vas for the purpose of dete~lning w~ethar the particle bed 
reactor technology could be used in a rocket application. Under 
SOlO contracts and DOE sponsoring agreements. Grumman is 
responsible for overall rocket design. Babcock & Wilcox is 
responsible for design of the reactor along with ooE*5 Brookhaven 
Laboratory. Garrett is responsible for design of pumps and 
hydraulics. At an ear~y stage. Aarojet was responsible for 
design of the nozzle, but that responsibility is now assigned to 
Hercules. Over~ll DOE interface and test planning is 
accomplished through DOE's Sandia laboratory. 

Section 91a of the Act authorizas DOE to conduct experiments 
and do research and development in the military application of 
atomic energy. ~t is not clear whether the draft report relies 
on the text of 91a for i~s conclusion that only DOE was 
authorized to initiate Timber Wind research and development. In 
any case. the draft report's conclusion that the Act allows only 
OOE to conduct research and development related to nuclear energy 
is in error. Reporting on the substantive original section on 
military applications. the origina1 framers of the 1946 Act 
stated: 

In military research. as distinquished from production of 
atomic weapons. the committee has adhered to the general 
principle of allowing great latitude and freedom. The armed 
services. as Well a& privata individuals. are permitted to engage 
in independent military research and under the proviSions of 
section J are to be assisted by the Commission in their 
activities. It is not the intent of the committee to restrict 
the existing powers of the military departments in entering into 
research and development contracts with nongovernmental 
organizations provided that all such contracts are in all their 
aspects SUbject to the prOVisions of this bill. 
1946 U.S. Code Congressional Service 1332. 

Thus. except for the furnishing of special nuclear material 
to B&W as discussed below. SDIO was not required to obtain DOE 
approval to award contracts for design and fabrication of 
prototype components. Moreover, as a matter of standard pOlicy. 
Brookhaven and Sandia Laboratories' inVOlvement in the SOIa 
contract effort required DOE approval of ·work for others.
Accordingly. to the extent the draft report's conclusion that 
SDIO may have initiated Timber Wind research in possible 
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167·68) violation of the Act is based on an unstated finding of 
unauthorized award of contracts for design and fabrication of 
components, the draft report's conclusion is in error and should 
be withdrawn. 

B&W FABRICATION OF COMPONENTS USING SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL WAS 
AUTHORIZED 

This office conducted a comprehaosive review of the Code of 
Federal Regulations ICPR) and did not:. locate any regulation 
implementinq 91b. W. supplemented our regulation review by 
telephone discussions with representatives of the DOE Office of 
General Counsel and with the Chief Counsel for the DOE 
Albuquerque operations Office. Based on these reviews, it is my 
conclusion that, except for the Albuquerque operations Office 
·Operating Principles· documant 4escribed below, there are no 
published DOE r~gulations implementing 91b. 

• 

Special nuclear material was furnished by the Government to 
B&W under contract SOI084-69-C-001. Section H-14 of the 
contract. entitled, ·Government-Furnished Uranium-, states that 
only uranium furnished by DOE shall be used in the performance of 
the contract. and that Shipments are governed by the DOE documen~ 
entitled, ·Operation Principles, Transportation Safeguards Systam 
for the Shipmant of Strategic Quantities af Special Nuclear 
Material and Cargo of Opportunity by the Albuquerque Operations 
Office." 

The Chief Counsel, DOE Albuquerque Operations office, 
advises that this clause incorporates standard policies and 
procedures, inClUding the specifically identified ·Operating 
Principles· document. pursuant to which DOE furnishes special 
nuclear materials to 000 un~er the authority of 91b(1 I. The 
Albuquerque Operations Office Chief Counsel states that, to the 
best of his knowledge. there is no other specific regulation 
governing DOE authority to furnish special nuclear material to 
DoD, and in his opinion, DOEOs detar.mination to provide special 
nuclear material under the clause demonstrates proper DOE 
exercise of its 91b{1} authority. Accordingly, to the extent 
the draft report·s conclusion that SOIa initiated the Timber Wind 
program in possible violation af the Act is based on an uDstated 
findinq that 5010 furnished uranium to B&W without DOE 
authorization, tbe draft reportOs conclusion is erroneoUs and 
should be withdrawn. 

MANUFACTURE OF A UTILIZATION FACILITY HAS NOT YET BEGUN 

As a matter of law, the Act does not state a point in time 
at which 000 would need DOE approval to manufacture or produce a 
utilization facility. In FY 1990, Congress appropriated military 
construction funds for the construction of the reactor at the 
Nevada Test site. To date, for reasons discussed in the next 
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section, construction has not been initiated. Therefore, prior 
to termination af the Timber Wind program, SOIa had not. in fact 
manufactured, acquired. or produced a utilization facility. and 
as a matter of law, had not violated 91b121. The Act seems to 
imply a requirement of some DOE aCknOWledgement of a DoD intent 
to manufacture, produce. or acquire a reactor. but the Act does 
not infringe on 000'5 power to conduct preliminary research and 
development. In any case. there is ample evidence that DOE kneW. 
participated in and gave its de facto approval of SOIa's intent 
to later build a utilization facility. 

DOE'S APPROVAL OF SOlO'S INTENT TO BUILD A UTILIZATION FACILITY 

SDro records show that. prior to enactment of the FY 1990 
military construction appropriation. senior DOE officiala were 
fully briefed on the program. Records show a briefing scbeduled 
for Mr. Troy Waqe, DOE Assistant Secretary for Defense Proqram~, 
in November. 1987, ehe same month that SAP approval was 
authorized for Timber Wind. The former program manager advises 
that this briefing took place as scheduled. Records also show 
that DOE Assistant Secretary Bltz conducted a study of the 
program in 1988. DOE also played a slqnificant role in 
development of the classified environmental assessment preceding 
planned initiation of manufacture of the utilization facility. 

The environmental assessment resulted in recommendations to 
significantly modify the planned design of the utilization 
facility prior to operating it at significant power levels. 
Prior to auehorizing initiation of construction the Deputy 
Director, SOlO. obtained certification from DOE, that the 
faciLity would, in fact. be a complete and useable facility 
without the addItionaL modifications. In 1990, prior to SOlO 
authorizing initiation of construction. the entire program had 
been briefed to the Secretary of Energy. Thus. it is clear that 
to the extent 91b(2J may require some for.m of approval from DOE 
of a 000 intent to manufacture a utilization facility, that 
approval was given. before SOlO authoriZed initiation of 
construction. Despite SOlO authorization. construction has not 
been initiated. because the Air Force daterminad it necessary to 
prepare an unclassified environmental assessment. 

StJMMARy OF II 1 b ANALYSIS 

Review of the Atomic Energy Act, its leqislative history. 
and historic implementation policies show that with respect to 
DOD activities, the Act places controls on DOE's furnisbing of 
special nuclear material and authorization of DoD's manufacture, 
production, and acquisition of an atomic weapon or a utilization 
facility. The Act does not restrain DoD's independent power to 
initiate research and development in the field of atomic enerqy. 
While DOE does not appear to have promulgated regulations 
implementing the general controls outlined in 91b. SDIO obtained 
special nuclear material under proper DOE authorization. 
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SDIO did not manufacture. produce or acquire a utilization 
facility under the Timber Wind pro9r~. While soro and DOE did 
not formally identify their interaction as an SOlO request for 
and DOE approval of an intent to build a utilization facility 
under 91b, in the process of obtaining funds from Congress for 
construction of a utilization facility. SOlO fUlly informed DOE 
officials at all levels of DOE authority, obtaining de facto DOE 
approval to manufactUre a utilization facility under 91b. 

• 

Full axamination of all its potentially relevant prOVisions, 
demonstrates that SOlO did not initiate the Timber Wind progr~ 
in possible violation of the Atomic Energy Act. The draft 
report's opposi~e conc1usian& are in error and should be 
withdra.wn. 

ABM TRUTY ISSUE - B.ACKGROUND 

On page 10; the draft:. report attributes to an 050 officia.l a 
statement that when the Timber Wind program was reviewed for 
special access approva1. soma officials within OSD 
raised a concern about the program's potential for violating the 
ABM Treaty. The draft report further attributes to the OSC 
official a statement that these concerns helped justify the 
special access program. 

SOlO would expect the OSC official to have an opportunity to 
address whether or not the draft report accurately reflects 
stataments he may have made. soro raj.cta any assertion that the 
pro9r~ potentially viola.tes the ABM Trea.ty. Not only would the 
planned research and development effor~ be Treaty compliant. the 
~Arms Control- ~plicatlons referred to in the sora Director's 
request for special access program approval, included an 
expectation that deployment of an ADM system based on Timber Wind 
technology would be ADM Treaty compliant. 

TIMBER WIND PROGRAM DOES NOT VIOLATE THE ABH TREATY 

The ABH Treaty primarily regulates deployment of ABH systems 
and components. To assure compliance with deployment rules, the 
Treaty limits. but does not prohibit. field testing of ABM 
systems and components. The Treaty does not place any limits on 
ballistic missile defense research that precedes field tasting. 
and it does not. per se, regUlate the use of nuclear energy as a 
source of rocket propulsion or space power. 

Pursuan~ to 000 Directive 5100.70, January 9. 1973. the 
USDIA) ensures that all 000 programs are in compliance with U.S. 
strategiC arms control obligations. including the ABM Treaty. 
Pursuant to internal SOlO instructions. the 5010 General Cpunsel 
is responsible within sora for assuring compliance of planned 
experiments and for assuring review of SOIa projects by th~ 
USDIA). SOlO responsibilities are executed by the Assistant 
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General Couosel. Treaty Compliance and International Law. 

Since 1985 SOIO's compliance official bas met routinely with 
the USD1A)'s Director. Strategic Arms Control and Compliance, who 
chairs tha Compliance Review Group. to review status of SOX 
programs. Formal presentations to the CRG are arranged for 
planned field tests. Research activities preceding field testing 
are reviewed informally. In a~~ltlon all programs. including 
SAPs, are reviewed eaeh year to insure that the annual SOl Report 
to Congress will ba accurate and currant. 

SOlO's compliance official initially reviewed the Timber 
Wind program in 1987. After Info~Bl consultation with the CRG 
Chairman. he dete~ined that the work planned tor the next couple 
of years was research wel~ in advance of field testing and 
required no f~al USDIA' compliance certification. In 1990. 
details of the program were presented to the CRG Chair.man who 
advised that work planned for the next several years waS research 
well in advance of field testing and required no formal USOIA) 
compliance certification. 

The record is clear that officials within DoD responsible 
for determining compliance of DoD pro9r~s with the ABH Treaty 
reviewed the Timber Wind program and found all planned 
expenditures by 5010 to b. ADM Treaty compliant. 

SOlO'S ARMS CONTROL JUSTIFICATION FOR SAP 

In his memorandum saekinq SAP approval, the Director, SOlO 
states as partial justification, potential Timber Wind program 
implications for U.S. arms control policies. These included ARM 
Treaty as well as other arms control implications. However. the 
ABM Treaty implications were not potential ADM Treaty violation5. 
but rather. the fact that t.he ASH Treaty could alloW the U.S. t.o 
deploy ground-based interceptors ~ployin9 T~er Wind 
technologies. 

The ABM Treaty specifically prohibits deployment of ARM 
systems and components which are sea-based. air-based. space
based, or mob!le land-based. Available literature made it clear 
that Soviet Union strategy for countering SCI included attempts 
to force the United States to forego its ABH Treaty withdrawal 
rights. Among the purposes of this strategy WAS to delay the 
need to invest in expensive countermeasures to the ability of SCI 
technologies to intercept trom space. a boosting ICBM, containing 
all its multiple indapendently targeted re-entry vehicles 
IMIRVs). U.S. ability to deploy a Treaty compliant fixed ground
based int.erceptor with the capability of reaching multiple 
warhead nuclear miSsiles in the boostinq phase of flight was seen 
as a development that would fundamentally revise Soviet Union 
strategy for countering 501. 
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ABM TREATY DISCUSSIONS WITH DSD SAP OFFICIALS 

It is not claar whether ADM Treaty discussions took place 
between representatives of SOlO and OSO officials. Thus. it is 
not clear that if such discussions took place, they accurately 
stated that the ABM Treaty issue tor the Timber Wind program was 
not non-compliance. but compliance. In any case. the draft 
report's conclusion that potential ABM Treaty violations were an 
SOlO rationale for justifying TImber Wind as a SAP have no basis 
in fact or law. This conclusion should be withdrawn. 

SUMMMlY 

8 

For the reasons set forth above, the draft report's 
assertions that SDIQ may have initiatad the Timber Wind program 
in possible violation of the Atomic Energy Act and cited concerns 
about potential .ADM Treaty violations as a basis for speCial 

access status are erroneous an~ ~bO~::~~~ 

~H. CARROLL 
General Counsel 
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1&1-681 MEMORANDUM FOR TIlE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

SUBJECT: Audit of Timber Wind Program - No. 2AD-009 

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SOlO) comments 
dated August 6. 1992, on the su~ject draft audit report included 
a legal opinion which. in relevant part. reviewed the draft 
report's statements about OSD discussions concerning the ARM 
Treaty. The opinion stated an expectation that the OSD official 
described in th~ report would have an opportunity to address 
comments attributad to him. The opinion demonstrated that the 
draft report·s conclusion that potential ADM Treaty violations 
wera an SOlO rationale for justifying Timber Wind as a SAP are 
incorrect and should be withdrawn. 

We have since had an opportunity to review the aSD 
official's comments and recommended revision o~ ebe draft 
report's discussion on page 1D. For the reasons set forth in 
this memo, we now recommend that the entire discussion b. deleted 
fram the report as irrelevant. 

Both the draft report and the aso recommended revision state 
that during the SAP approval process some officials within aso 
raised a concern on the potential for violating the ADM Treaty. 
The draft report and 050 revision identify that concern as being 
-associated with the potential application of the technology in 
developing an anti-satellite weapon or a weapon that could 
destroy the Soviet's anti-satellite capabilities-. 

The draft report states that according to the OSD official, 
these concerns helped justify establishing a special access 
program. This assertion is denied by the OSD o£ficial. whose 
recommended revision states only that -these concerns were 
addressed in the process for justification of a spacial access 
program." The OSD official elaborates that there was no 
discussion of actual illegal acts regarding the ADM Treaty. but 
rather on the Soviet Union's perceptions if the technological 
developments in Timber Wind were inadvertently disclosed. 

SDIO's legal opinion memorandum demonstrates that not only 
was the research and development planned under the Timber Wind 
program fUlly compliant with the ABM Treaty, it was likely that 
an interceptor system based on Timber Wind technology could be 
deployed in compliance with the ABM Treaty. 
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The discussion recalled by the OSD official is not an ASM 
Treaty concern. The ABH Treaty only covers ABM systems# which 
are systems to counter strategic ballistic missiles or their 
elements in flight trajectory. The Treaty Daver has covered 
anti-satellite weapons. In fact, the United States is not a 
party to any anti-satellite treaties. 

2 

The gratuitousness of the draft report's observations is 
exacerDated in the context of the proposed OSD revision. The ADM 
Treaty and its ramifications for SOIO's mission have nothing to 
do with an OSD security policy official's mistaken concern about 
an anti-satellite capability not subject to the ADH Treaty. No 
purpose 1s served by citing £.0. 12356's prohibition on 
classifYing infonnation in order to conceal violations of the 
law, where there is no basis to infer that even irrelevant issues 
(i.e. anti-satellite capability baing regulated by the ABM 
Treaty) were re~ied OD as a basis for spacial access approval. 

The Ti~er Wind program was reviewed by SOlO and USDIA) 
officials responsible for ABM Treaty compliance and determined to 
be fully treaty campliant. The OSO official misidentifies an 
anti-satellite capability as an ABM Treaty concern. He denies 
that this concern helped justify special aCCess approval. Based 
on the OSO official's position. an accurate statement of what was 
stated with respect to the ADM Treaty is a& fallows: 

-According to the Assistant for Special programs. OOUSO(SP}, 
when the program was reviewed for special access progr~ 
approval. some officials within OSD raised a concern on the 
potential for Timber Wind being interpreted as violating the 
Anti-Ballistic Missile IABMI Treaty. That COncern was associated 
with the potential application of the teChnology in developing an 
anti-satellite weapon, or a weapon that could destroy the Soviet 
Union'S anti-satellite capabilities. However. the ABH Treaty 
only covers ABM systems. which are systama to counter strategiC 
ballistic missiles or their elements in flight trajectory. The 
ABM Treaty never has covered anti-satellite weapons. In fact. 
the United States is not a party to any anti-satellite treaties. 

Officials within SOlO and the Office of the Under Secretary 
of Defense (AcquiSition) responsib~e for treaty compliance 
determinations in DoD had reviewed Timber Wind and determined it 
to be fully compliant with the ABH Treaty. Based on those 
reviews, the Director. SOlO. did not consider that there were any 
potential conflicts with the ABM Treaty in tbe planned Timber 
Wind program and did not cite potential ABM Treaty violations in 
his request for special access approval. In any case, according 
to the Assistant for Special Progr~s, ODU5D(SPI. the mistaken 
anti-satellite issue was only addressed durinq the process for 
justification of a special access program and did not help 
justify approval.~ 
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SOlO would consider the above description as mora accurate 
~&n the draft report narrative OD page 10 and the suggested 
ODUSD (SPI revision. However. this accurat. description 
demonstrates that the mistaken OSO anti-satellite capa~illty 
discussion has no significance to the audit's specific objective 
of evaluating the justification for protecting thu program using 
special access measures. Therefore. tha logical resolution is to 
delate the entire draft report discussion relatad to the ADM 
Tr.aty. 

~~~ R. ()f.;Qf) 
MALCOLM R. O'NEILL 
Major General. USA 
Deputy Director 
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Audit Response 
1. Air Force reviewed the draft report and concluded that it contained no 
classified information. This is contained on page 70 of this report. 

2. We revised the report to include a discussion on page 18 of this report about 
the Air Force's provisional special access program. 

3. When a special access program is established, DoD 5200.1-R requires a 
written rationale on why normal management and safeguarding procedures for 
classified information are inadequate. In the case of TIMBER WIND, we could 
not locate any written documentation supporting why normal management and 
safeguarding procedures were inadequate. 

4. There is no evidence to support the allegation that by protecting the program 
under special access measures that DoD obtained a technological lead-time of 
more than 3 years. The technology is still a decade or more from maturity. 

5. The point of the audit report was that protecting the link between the 
technology and SDIO's mission did not seem reasonable, since nuclear 
propUlsion technology as a power source for a missile has been in the open for 
years. We also found that SDIO and DOE studied this concept in an 
unclassified setting prior to establishing TIMBER WIND. 

6. Initiating a program in secrecy does not provide for "normal" planning and 
sharing of information. However, in the final report, we eliminated reference 
to a Government-wide strategy. Instead we noted that neither DOE nor NASA 
have committed funds to pursue the particle bed reactor technology. 

7. We eliminated this conclusion from the report. 

8. The DoD/NASAIDOE Security Classification Guide provides guidance on 
protecting nuclear technology using the Restricted Data control system, not a 
special access control system. This remains the issue in Finding A. that there 
was no justification as to why normal control systems to include Restricted Data 
were inadequate. The Classification Guide referenced in SDIO's comments 
provides no guidance on classification for application of the technology, lead
time for development, or development of the technology by other countries. 

9. smo had made this request of the Air Force in May 1991. Part of the 
confusion was that the Air Force was not sure how it wanted to protect the 
information. It approved the provisional special access program on 
November 12, 1991, which protected the technical aspects of the program. 
After this expired in May 1992, the Air Force decided not to protect the 
information under a special access program. 
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10. This wording was dropped from the final audit report. 

11. There is no guidance within 000 5200.1-R or 000 Directive 5205.7 on 
what it means to terminate a special access program and how to do it. We also 
do not agree that the procedures should be handled on a case-by-case basis. 
This allows DoD Components to establish the rules as it goes along, as appears 
to be the case with TIMBER WIND. We revised the final report to show more 
clearly the events that occurred with the termination of TIMBER WIND. 

12. A copy of a working draft of this report had been coordinated with SOlO 
before issuing the formal draft. SOlO did not make this point when the 
working draft was protected under special access measures. 

13. Additional information presented in the final report. 

14. In the draft report we had concluded that TIMBER WIND may have been 
initiated in possible violation of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. We had 
incorrectly focused on Section 91(b) of the Act, which related to the 
manufacture and production of nuclear weapons. Since TIMBER WIND has 
only been a research and development effort, we should have focused on 
Section 9J(a) of the Act. We revised the final report to focus more on 
coordination of research and development efforts. 

14.a. This meeting focused on Section 91(b), which we have concluded was 
inappropriate. 

15. We had never concluded that TIMBER WIND violated the ABM Treaty. 
We revised the language in the fmal report, based on comments received from 
DUSD(SP). The link between the ABM Treaty and the potential of using the 
TIMBER WIND technology as an anti-satellite capability was presented as an 
underlying reason the program was approved as special access. The 
DUSD(SP)' s comments showed that this was discussed when the special access 
program was approved. 
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ACOUIIIfIlOIOII Atlgust 14. 1992 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT (DOD/IG) 

SUBJECT: Draft Audit Report on the T7HBER WINO Special Access 
Program (Project No. ZAO-ODD9) 

I appreciate the opportunity to commant on the 9ubjact draft 
report. Our review of the draft report reve.ls a number of 
inconsistenci.s. factual errors, and mi •• tatements. Accordinqly~ 
I cannot concur with tha draft, and recommend that it be 
rewrittan sUbstantially. Ina •• uch aa both the Air Force and SDro 
are provldinq you with detailed comments, I will focus 
principally on the report organization and major flndinqs. 

The report 1s poorly organized and doe8 not clearly track 
the audit's three o~j.ctiva., naaely, to evaluate (1) tbe 
justification for protect!nq the program usinq special accass 
•••• ure., (2) the adequacy of tn_ proqram's teat plan., and (3) 
the process u.ed to .elect a syate. d •• 1qft trom ccmpetinq 
altarnative.. The Flndinqa and Recommendations section of the 
report de.ls only with the first objective, justification .a a 
special acee •• program (SAP); the third objectlve i8 not 
discussed explicitly, but 1 • .-bedded within the discus.ion of 
the first objective. The second objective v •• di .. i •• ad atter no 
finding could b. mada reqardinq Mr. Afterqood'. allaqatlon of 
inadequate teat plansJ a brief analysis 1. contained in an 
appendix. A separate section of the report i. devoted to SAP 
termination, not a specific objective. Por coaplatene •• and 
clarity, I recommend the report be revi.ed to provide a •• parate 
aeetion for each of tb. objectiv •• , with all elasaification
d.elaaaitication related matters eoDbin.d in a sinql. section. 

With regard to the question of the justification for a 
special access program, the report does not substantiate 
impropriaties or inadequaci.. in regulatory procedures tollowed 
for creating a SAP program. Rather, the primary result at the 
audit--that the special acc ••• program statu. WAS not justitied-
appears to be based on the assertion that "the justification tor 
not using normal security channels to safeguard information 
should stand on its own-. W. dispute this finding and •• pecia1Iy 
its basis. 

The report fUrther concludes from this that the special 
access status limited discussion on a Mgovernaent-vide .trateqy 
for nuclear propUlsion technologies." Your auditors truly mialled 
the point hera. Nowhara in the report is there any recognition 
of vhy the particle bed reactor (PBR) teChnology vas selected, of 
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the potentially revolutionary aapeeta of PBR tor high thrust-to
weight rocket propulsion, that the intent vaa to mature the PUR 
technoloqy to where its potential could be practically coapared 
with other mora established nuclear approaches (such as NERVA), 
and that the participation or DOE and NASA assured the awareness 
of kay members of the broader nuclear rocket community. 

The report asserts t:hat "when SOlO determined it was no 
lonqer interested in pursuing the particle bed reactor 
technology, it stopped funding the project and terminated the 
.•• special access program protective •• asures. n This is a 
misrepre.entation of ract and process. The Air Force, at the 
direction of the otfice of the Secretary ot Defense, assumed 
responsibility tor this tecbnoloqy proqram; a8 part of this 
reassignment of responsibility, SOlO terminated all clasaified 
work in this area. The statement that I'SOIo continued to 
safeguard its association with the proqram1s technoloqy, although 
it terminated the TIMBER WIND special accesa protective 
measures," may have baen valid at the time the report va. 
written, ))ut clearly is no lonqer the caslt. Further, the report 
is silent on the tact that when this technology effort was 
assumed by the Air Forea, the errort was reduced in scope to a 
techno!oqy demonstration of tha PBR concept. 

The discuBsion relative to a possible violation of the 
Atomic Energy Act ot 1954, is factually incorrect and the findinq 
questionable. The report does not consider the broader 
interpretation ot Section 91B, or the tact that documentation 
exists which demonstrates significant involvement on the part of 
DOE. I understand that the SO'IO General Counsel is preparing a 
separate input relative to this findinq. 

Finally, I strongly urge you to include some statement to 
7 the eftect that the audit failed to substantiate any ot Mr. 

Aftergoodls specific allegations. 

Because of the broad 000 interests involved, the Deputy 
Secretary should approve release of the final report. pending 
c1assitication review by the Air Force, this memorand~ should be 
protected as secret. Specific questions reqardinq this response 

e can be referred to Mr. Dennis J. Granato, Strategic and Space 
systems, 695-9292. 

/~ 
fA Gaorq8 RoO 

Oirector 
strategic 

Schneiter 

and Space Systems 
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Audit Response 

1. Within the Objectives section of Part I, we outlined how the flndings related 
to the audit objectives to facilitate the reader's understanding of the issues. 

2. We revised the flnding to delineate clearly the requirements in DoD 
5200.1-R, which states that there must be a written rationale for establishing a 
special access program, including reasons why normal management and 
safeguarding procedures for classified information are inadequate. SDIO did 
not explain why the Restricted Data control system could not protect the 
technology. Also a reason was not given as to why DoD's classiflcation system 
could not be used to protect the system. 

3. Within the introduction we mentioned that particle bed technology was 
selected based on its compact design and the promise of high thrust-to-weight 
ratio not achievable by other designs. This was SDIO's primary interest in the 
technology. When the program was initiated, NASA was not read on to the 
program, and the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved 12 billets for DOE 
employees. The DOE headquarters personnel initially read on were the 
Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs and the Director, Advanced Concepts 
Division for Defense Programs. 

4. We revised the flnal report to reflect more accurately the transfer of the 
program from SDIO to the Air Force. 

5. Although the Director suggests that the Air Force is doing less than what 
SDIO had planned, we found that there was no change in the contract scope 
when the program transferred to the Air Force. In fact, the contractors are still 
working under SDIO contracts. Although SDIO had hoped that it might use the 
technology in a weapon system, it also had to demonstrate that the technology 
was mature, as the Director so clearly stated in his comments. 

6. We eliminated discussion of Section 91(b) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 
from the flnal audit report. 

7. We addressed Mr. Aftergood's allegations in Appendix A. 

8. The Air Force concluded that the report contained no classified information; 
therefore, the classiflcation markings on the Director's comments were 
removed. 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, 0 C. 20301-2000 

07 AUG 199z 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR. ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT. OFFICE OFTHE 
INSPECTOR GENERAL. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Comments on Draft Audit Report 

Reference: ·Oraft Audit Report on the TIMBER WIND Spedal Access Program". 
29 May 1992. Project Nr. 2AD·0009 

This is in reply to your memorandum of 29 MaV 1992 w~ich requested comments 
on the referenced draft audit report. 

Audits by your office comprise a significant element of the Oepartment'so\lerall 
effort to provide oversight and improve the management of our special acceu 
program'!i, and. in this regard. are of substantial benefit to the Department. In the 
instant case, however. there are inaccuracies and inconsistencies which I believe 
should be remedied if the final report is to be o.f use to your and my offices, the 
manager of the program at hand, and the speCial access program community as a 
whole. 

To this end, I have prepared my comments in two formats. Enclosure 1 provides 
comments specifically on the two principal findings and four recommendations in 
the draft report. Enclosure 2 addresses the draft audit report as a whole, and 
provides both comments and. where appropriate, recommended changes to the 
report. 

I trust these comments and recommendations will be carefully considered and 
adopted If any matters require expansion, clarrfication, or further discussion, please 
do not hesitate to contact me or my office. My staff point of contact for special 
access program policy is Mr Richard F. Williams, my Assistant for Special Programs 
He can be contacted at (703) 614·0578 (STU III). 

2 Enclo<,iures 
ai, 

cc: 
SecAF 
USO(A) 
Ojr. SDIO 

C1~'=:/.. 
Deputy (Security Policy) 
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DUSD(SP) COMMENTS ON DRAFT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, 
AUDIT OF A SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAM, PROJECT NUMBER 2AO-0009 (U) 

A. TIMBER WIND'S JUSTIFICATION ASA SPEClAlACCE5S PROGRAM 

Finding: 

_The derision to protect SDIO's development of if nuclear 
propUlsion system within a special access program was 
que,tionable. SDIO did not adequately addr ... why the 
existing control system was not sufficient to proted the 
development of the technology, as required by 000 5200.1·R, 
nor did the approving official raise any questions concerning 
this specific requirement to justify special.cceu measures. 
As a result. 000 pUllued the program in extreme secrecy. 
limiting discussion on a Govemment·wide strategy for 
developing nuclear propulsion technolo~Yf and possibly 
initiating a program in violation of p'ro",s;ons within the 
Atomic Energy Act [Paragraph dasslficatian marking added.[ 

DUSDISP) Response: 

Nonconcur. 

B. (U) The establishment of a special access pro~ram to protect this development 
was justified suffiCientir. accordingly to 000 policies in effect at that time. The 
SOlO Director's rationa e essentially was as summarized on page 9 of the draft 
report. It was tht! Director's judgement that this information was of such 
sensitivity that '"normal management and reporting procedures are not sufficient 
to limit 'need to know' or access" (as extracted from 000 5200.1·R in the draft 
report[. The DUSO(P) subsequently met with, received a briefing from, and asked 
questions of experts from SOlO; and thereafter concurred in the Director's 
judgement and approved the establishment of the speCial access program. It 
should be noted also that this specific program subsequently was briefed as a 
special access program by the Director, SOia, to the SetOef, who endorsed the 
sensitivity of the program. 

b. ___ The draft finding correctly asserts that there is much information on the 
theory of particle bed reactors available in open sources, but apparently does not 
fully appreciate the sensitivities associated both with the fact that DoD was 
developing capabilities to employ that technOlogy operationany in an SOl 
program, and with the technology developments themselves. This program was 
being executed at a time when the United States wi!!Islocked in strategic 
confrontation with the Soviet Union. and SOl was on4! of the highest priority 
targets for Soviet espionage In sum, the finding in the draft report. like the 
recommendation for and approval of the special access program, essentially is a 
judgement - one which pits the auditor's judgement In 1992 against that of the 
DoD officials in 1987. I do not agree that the decision in 1987 was questionable. 

Enclosure 1 
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Manag .... ent Comments: Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Seauity Policy) 

c. CU} The second portion of the draft finding draws linkage between the 
establishment of the special access program. and the pursuit of a SECRET and 
possibly unlawful program. 

(1) The decision by 5010 to classify the program aUhe SECRETI •• el was an 
independent decision made prior to the establishment of the special access 
program, and one which would have been continued regardless of whether 
a special access program were created. 

(2) Similarly, there is no causal relationship between the establishment of the 
special access program and the legality of the program. Moreover. the 
reference in the draft finding, and elsewhere in ttle draft report, to ttle 
program being "possibly .. .in violation oi provisions within the Atomic Energy 
Ad ilre vague and unsubstantiated. No such violation was identified by sOia 
L~al counsel during approval review in 1987, nor subsequent to that event by 
either 000 or DoE. 

Recommendation 1: 

(UJ We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense 
AcquiSition request the Office of the General Counsel to 
perform a legal ~viewof the A;r Force's continued self
directed involvement in nuclear propulsion development. 

OUSO!SP! Response: 

(U) DU5D(SP) has no comment on this recommendation. 

Recommendation 2: 

(U) We recommend the Deputy Under Secretary of 
(Security Policy) add a procedure to 000 5100. '-R to 
require certification to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
that normal dassification controls are inadequate before 
a special access program is approved. 

DUSO(SP) Response: 

(U) Partially concur. 

a. New procedure'!i for approval. management, and oversight of all DoD '!ipedal 
access programs, developed by the DU50(SP) and th@GeneraICounsel. and 
approved by the DepSeeOef in February of this year, require that the OepSecDef 
personally approve the establishment, and annually the continuation, of all 000 
special access programs. Interim guidance, which requires that each request for 
approval be justified in the written recommendation to the DepSecDef.l. has been 
promulgated to the DaD Components and is now being implemented by them. 
Currently, both DoD Directive 0-5205.7 and DoD 5200.1-R are being revised to 
incorporate these procedures. 

b. Cenification connotes a legal exactitude, however, that is not considered 
neeessa ry or appropriate for this process. The procedures now require internal 
review by the establishing component and written approval by the head of the 
component before forwardi"9 to the DepSpcDef for final approval. 

L 
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B. TIMBER WINO'S TERMINATION AS A SPEOALACCES5 PROGRAM 

Finding: 

"., SOlO continues to safeguard its association with the 
program's t~chnology, although it terminated the TIMBER 
WIND special access protective measures. This occurred 
because there is little guidance concerning what;s required 
when a special c1CCess program iJ t~rminated or transferred. 
As a result, DoD is not protecting information in accordance 
with E.O. 12356. 

OUSO(SPI CDmment: 

(U) Nonconcur. 

a. It is correct that SOlO continues to safeguard its association with the 
program's technology. The termination of special access protective measures 
does not automatically declassify the information in the program. 
Declassification occurs only on the conscious determination of an original 
classification authority. Until that event occurs, the information in the program 
remains classified and should be properly protected. In this instance, DoD is in 
full accordance with E.O. 12356 - exactly the opposite of the ultimate sentence in 
the finding. 

b. Although we agree that there is little guidance concerning termination or 
transfer of special access programs. that deficiency had no bearing on this 
funding which, of itself, is incorrect in its condusions. 

Recommendation 1: 

(UI W. recommend the Deputy Under Secretary of 
Defense (Security Policy) add procedures to DoD 5200.1·/l 
on how to terminate aspeciaJ access program and how 
to transfer classified programs between 000 organizations. 

OU5D(5P! Comment: 

(U) Concur in principle. Although we have not noted Significant problems in 
this area, we will develop policy and procedural guidanCE! and incorporate it 
in future revisions of appropriate 000 publications. 

Recommendation 2: 

-" We recommend the Director, Strategic Defense 
Initiatille Organization declassify the existence of 
TIMBER W'ND, the Strategic Defense Initiative 
Organizations's association with the technology and 
all assorted documents 

DU50(SP) Comment: 

(U) DU50(SP) has no comment on thiS recommendation. 

6S 
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Management Comments: Deputy Undtr Secretary of Defense (Socurity Policy) 

(0) Executive Summary, pages i and ii. 

Although we do not agree with several statements in the Executive Summary, 
comments on 1hese areas will be developed as they are raised in the body of the 
draft report. 

(O) Pages' and 2, Background. Paragraphs ',2, and 3. 

·"!£~lt,The5e paragraph' are marked UNCLASSIFIED. Although the 
I :::: the information in these paragraphs currently is under review by 

the appropriate classification authorlty.lhe report should protect the 
information at its present c:;lassific.ation until a formal declassific.ation 
determination is made. 

(U) Recommendation: That the .. three paragraph, be marked_. 

(0) Page 3. Objectives. Paragraph 2. 

(U) Comment: Same as preceding commend. 

(U) Recommendation: That this paragraph be marked ... 

fUI Page 5. Internal Control Weaknesses. 

(U) Comments: 

a. We do not agree with that portion of the second sentence which states that 
internal control weaknesses" ... include not adequately implementing DoD 
5200.'·R when approvjng special access programs ..... The procedures specified in 
0005200. 1 ~R in effect atthe time were followed precisely As discussed in detail 
in our comments on Finding A of the draft report, this statement appears to stem 
from the report's judgement that there was insufficient jus1ification for creating 
the TIMBER WIND special access program. We do not agree. 

b. We agree factually with the statement that there was a II ••• /ack of definitivr2 
guidance on how to terminate aspedal access program when it;s no longer 
necelSary to protect the informat;t;>n ... •• and wewill include ~uidi!tnce on the 
process for terminating a special access program in future reVisions of 000 special 
access program policy documents. We do not agree, however, that there is any 
nexus between this lack of guidance and either the objectives or the results of the 
instant audit. 

(U) Recommendation: That this paragraph be revised to conclude that although 
the audit disclosed that ttlere was a lack of definitive guidance on how to 
terminate a special acces'5 program. there wa'5 no nexus between this deficiency 
and the objectives or the substantive conclUSions of the audit. 

Enclosure 2 
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(U) Page 6. Prior Audits and Other Reviews. 

(U) Comment: Although this paragraph is marked_. it does not contain any 
classified Information. 

(U) Recommendation: That the paragraph classification marking be changed 
to (U). 

(U) Page ,. Timber Wind's Justification as a Special Access Program. 

(U) Comments: 

a. Although the title of this paragraph is marked _ it does not contain any 
dassified information. 

b. Detailed comments on the substance of this paragraph are contained in the 
DUSD{SP)'s comments on the findings and recommendations of the draft 
audit report (Enclosure 1 to the basic memorandum). 

(U) Recommendations; 

a. Thilt the classification marking for the title of the paragraph be changed 
to (U). 

b. That the par.gr.ph be rewritten to reflect the DUSD(SP)', comments in 
Enclosure 1. 

(U) Page 9, Technology Link. 

(U) comment: We do not agree with that portion of the first sentence of this 
paragraph which reads '" ... was not clear in 1987 ... H The link may not be clear to 
the authors of this report today; it was clear to the 51mior Defense officials 
involved in 1987. (Please see enclosure t for specific details.) 

(U) Recommendation: That the first sentence ofthi5 paragraph be deleted. 

(U) Page 10, First paragraph. 

(U) Comment: The correct title afthe official mentioned in the first sentence of 
thi' paragraph i, Ass;,tant for Special Program" ODUSD(SP). 

(U) Recommendation: That the correct title be shown in this paragraph, and 
wherever else It appears in the report. 

(U) Page la, First paragraph. 

CU) Comment: The rec.olle(tions of the Assistant for Special Programs, as 
summarized in this paragraph, require expansion and amplification to reflect 
correctly the considerations at the time. 

z 
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Management COIIUDents: Deputy Under Secretary or Defense (Sa:urity Policy) 

~Recommendation: That the entire fim paragraph be replaced by the 
following two paragraphs: 

__ According to the Assistant for Special Programs. ODUSD(SP). when 
the program was reviewed for special access program approyal~ some 
officials within the Office of the Secretary of Defense raised a concern on 
the potential for TIMBER WIND being interpreted as violating the Anti
Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. That concern was associated with the 
potential application of the technology in developing an anti-satellite 
weapon, or a weapon that could destroy the Soviet Union's anti-satellite 
capabilities. According 10 the Assistant for Special Programs, these 
concerns were addressed in the process for justification of a special access 
program." 

--. However.1he ABM Treaty and its ramifitations for SOIO's mission 
remain an issue that has. been open since the organization began. 
Furthermore, concealing a program that could be in violation of a treaty is 
not consistent with E.O. 12356. which states "(iJn no case shall informatIon 
be classified in order to conceal violations of law ... • However, diplomatic 
information is classifiable under E.O. 12356. This. includes information 
regarding treaties, negotiations, and matte" which are sensitive to other 
countries, though perfectly legal. In the instant case, the discussion at the 
time of approval of the special access program was not focused on any 
actual illegal acts regarding the ABM Treaty. but rather on the Soviet 
Union's perceptions if the technological developments in TIMBER WIND 
were inadvertently disclosed.· 

(U) Pages 11 & 12. Normal Management and Safeguarding Protedures. 

7 

(U) Comment: The first sentence of this paragraph is not correct. In a briefing 
prevldea by SDIO during the approval process. the DUSD(SP) discussed the 
justification for the program to include the reasoning that normal security 
procedures were inadequate to protect the information in the program. As 
noted elsewhere in our commentsJ.it is apparent that the conclusions in the draft 
report reflect a judgement that diners from the judgements of Defense officials 
at the time the special access program was approved. To make assertions that 
have no basis in fact, however, significantly diminishes the credibilit~ of the 
current judgements and consequently the report as a whole. 

(U) Recommendation· That this paragraph be deleted from the report. 

(U) page 12. Review and Approval. First Paragraph. 

(U) Comment: The ultimate sentence in this paragraph is not correct. (See the 
discussion in the preceding comment.) 

(U) Recommendation That the ultimate sentence in this paragraph be deleted. 

3 
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(UJ Page 17. Condusion. 

(U) Comment: Information is this paragraph is classified. 

That the classification marking or1his paragraph be 

CUI Page 17, Conclusion. 

(U) Comment; The fi~ foursente"ces of this paragraph read well, but reflect 
incomplete understanding of the issues involved. 

a. Although we are not certain what is meant by Hstand on its own" in this 
context, we assume the intent of the sentence is that there should be adequate 
justification for not using normal security and safeguarding procedures before 
establishing a special access program. We agree. 

b. Although we disagree that the "fact of" was the only information to be 
protected by the special access program, information, by and of its~lf, is never 
adequate justification for establishment of special access program. In 
determining whether to establish a special access program, both the sensitivity 
of the information to be protected. and the threat against that information, are 
considered in reachin9_3 conclusion that -normal management and security 
procedures are not sufficient to limit 'need to know' or access." 

c. We agree that questions should be raised and answered, and the results 
documented In the instant case, specific questions and answers were not 
documented. at least externally to sOia. Present day procedures for the review 
and approval of special access programs include justification and documentation 
atOSDlevel. 

(U) Recommendation: That this paragraph be revised to refJectthe foregoing 
discussion. 

(U) Page 18. Recommendations for Corrective Action. 

(U) Comment: Comments on these two recommendations are contained in the 
DUSD(SP),s comments on the findings and recommendations of the draft audit 
report (Enclosure 1 to the basic memorandum). 

rU) Recommendation: N/A 

CUI Pagel 9, TIMBER WIND Termination and Transfer to the Air Force. 

(U) Comment: As noted in DUSD(SP)'s commenuonthe findings and 
recommendations of the draft audit report (Enclosure 1 to the ba~ic 
memorandum), the first sentence of this paragraph Is correct, the second 
sentence is correct but has no bearing on the issue, and the third sentence is 
totally incorrect. 

(U) Recommendation' That this finding be deleted from the draft audit report. 

4 
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Manag .... ent Comments: Deputy Under Seaetary or Derense (Security Policy) 

lUI Page 21, TIMBER WIND and E.O. 12356, First Paragraph. 

(U) Comment: We do not agree with the second and third sentences ofthis 
paragraph. Under the procedures in ODD 5200.1-R, the audit team (or anyone 
else) may challenge a classification decision by an Original Classification 
Authority (OCA) tiy requesting a review of the information and its classification 
by that OCA. The draft report. however. appears to preempt the authority of the 
OCA in thisin5tance. Further, there is nosupporting information which 
demonstrates that information currentlv being protected does not warrant 
protectio" as5ECRET under E.O. 12356. 

(U) Recommendation: Thatthe second and third sentences of this paragraph be 
deleted, and the forst sentence thereof be folded into the following paragraph. 

lUI Pages 21 & 22, TIMBER WIND and E.O. 12356, Second Paragraph. 

(U) Comment: We do not agree with the ultimate sentence of this paragraph. 
There 15 nothing in the draft report which supports a conclusion that either 5010 
ortl1e Air Force is dassifying information in order to ..... prevent or delay the 
release of information that does not require protection in the interest of national 
security ... 

(U) Recommendation: That the ultimate sentence of this paragraph be deleted. 

(U) Page 22. Recommendations for Corrective Action. 

(U) Comment: Comments on these two recommendations are contained in the 
DUSD{SP)'5 comments on the findings and recommendations of the draft audit 
report (Enclosure 1 to the basic memorandum). 

(U) Recommendation: N/A 

(U) Page 24. Program Classification. 

CUI Comments: 

a. We do not agree with 50 much of the first sentence of this paragraph as reads, 
"Although we 5ubstanbated the allegation that the program was over 
classified ...... We do not believe that the report substantiates such a statement. 
Moreover. as discussed in earlier comments, the determination of level of 
classification rests with the Original Classification Authority. 

b. We do not agree with the ultimate sentence ofthis paragraph. Nothing in the 
draft report substantiates the statement that the classification of the program is 
being maintained" only to al/oid embarrassment." 

(U) Recommendation: That the leading clause in the first sentence of this 
paragraph, and the ultimate sentence in the paragraph. be deleted 

5 
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Audit Response 

1. We revised the final report to reflect clearly what DoD 5200.1-R required in 
1987. DUSD(SP) stated in his response that "it was the SDIO Director's 
judgment that this information was of such sensitivity that normal management 
and reporting procedures are not sufficient to limit 'need to know' or access." 
This did not comply with DoD 5200.I-R. This guidance specifically requires a 
written rationale addressing ·why" normal management and safeguarding 
procedures for classified information are inadequate. 

2. We added information to the report that shows that before TIMBER WIND 
was approved as a special access program, there were unclassified studies and 
reports available that tied the technology with potential strategic defense 
applications. 

3. The draft report did not use the expression "unlawful" program. We had 
suggested that initiating the program within DoD may have violated provisions 
within the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. We have revised the report to reflect 
more clearly what the Act covered in the area of research and development. 

4. The Air Force reviewed the report and determined there was no classified 
information in the report. 

5. See Note 1. above. 

6. Much of this rewrite was incorporated into the final report. 

7. We have no basis to substantiate or question what was discussed between 
SDIO and DUSD(SP); however, DoD 5200.I-R clearly states that the reasoning 
should be in writing. 

8. The requirement to document the rationale has been in effect at least since 
1986. 



Manag .... enl Comments; Air Force 

Deputy Director, Space Programs, Comments 

Note 1 
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Note 1: In a follow-up discussion with the Program Element Monitor, we were 
told that no infonnation within the report was FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 



Management Comments: Air Force 

Page 15, plra 1. "The Air Force is preparing I Memorandum of AgrftMent 
and Understandlnl witb both NASA IIDd DOE ror joint development aDd runding." 
Comment: AdDally, OSD bu been punuing such aD agreement. "Neitb~r DOE or 
NASA_" Comment: II Is the Air Force'. understandlnl that both NASA and DOE 
buded for Nudesr Thermal r .... reb and Ihe DOE has .pocifioally identified 
runding in fISCal year 1994 tor tbe prognm. 

Page II. para 2., n ... the Air Fon:e', continued selr.djrtcted involvement in 
nudear propulsion developmeDL" Comment: nere was no deficiency noted in the 
report cOIu:eming Air Force iRyolvement in the SNI'P JII'OCram. Consequently, this 
.. corrective .dianll seems unsubstantiated and UDwarnntecL 

I'lIce 19, para 2. "The TIMBER WIND project transferred to the Air 
Force." Comment: TIMBER WIND never transferred. to the Air Fora as 
previously explained. 

Page 20, para 3, "Since tbe program transferred to the AIr Force...." 
Comment: See general comment on non-transfer to tbe Air Force.. Additionally, it 
should be noted thot tedlnology transferred to the Air Force had to be protected at 
(he appropriate AF classification level. SDIO alone ooDid not dedlWlir,. the 
technology without the coordination process and interadion tbat occurred with the 
Air Force. 

Page 21, para 3. "We asked officials olSDIO why it was still safeguarding 
the auodation and we WEre told tbat this was a nIIues' from tbe Air Force. II 
Comment: The Air Force neYer requested to classify the associadon between TW 
and. SNTP. The lacltbat the SNTP program inherited technologies from TW Ii 
unclassifiEd. 

It you require any rurther assistanee trom the Air Force please contact Maj 
Perki .. at (703) 614-8574. 

1 At<h 

BRENT R. COLLINS, Colond, USAF 
Deputy Diredor, Space'PrograDlS 
Assisbnt Secretary (Acquisition) 
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